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THE QUANTITY SURVEYOR

EDITORIAL

TAKING A FINAL
BOW

T

hey say that all good experiences come
to an end. My wonderful experiences
on the Publications & Marketing
Committee of the Institute of Quantity
Surveyors of Kenya are now coming to
an end. After about 9 years on this great
Committee (five of which I served as the
Assistant Editor of The Quantity Surveyor
journal and the last two as it’s Editor) I feel
that the time has come for some new blood
and ideas to be injected into the team to take
it to the next level.
These past 9 years have been a mixed
bag of feelings. Many people have played a
huge role in the success of the Publications
of the IQSK, and especially our quarterly
journal (The Quantity Surveyor) and the
Construction Costs Handbook which is
now on its second Edition. If I were to name
all of them here, it would be the only thing
that I would do. Allow me to single out a
few individuals who inspired me to push
myself beyond limits I never thought myself
capable of reaching.
The first is Dr. Njeri Wachira-Towey.
She played a huge role in reviving The
Quantity Surveyor journal which had been
dead and forgotten. She almost singlehandedly restarted the publication and made
it attain a level of consistency in production.
She’s the one who pushed me to join the
Publications Committee during my last
year in campus. After her retirement as the
Editor of the journal, she proposed me as her
successor even though, at that time, I did not
feel like there was much I could add to the
journal which had already gained reputation
in the local industry as a consistent source
of news on matters quantity surveying. Her
show of confidence in the face of a myriad
of challenges led me to push on when I had
sufficient excuses to stop. For this reason, this
being my last journal as the Editor is a huge
dedication to her for believing in me. Inside,
you will find a very well done interview by
one of our writers that will give you some
insight on who Dr. Njeri Wachira-Towey is.
Taking over as the Editor, and at the
same time being the youngest member on
the IQSK Council, were daunting tasks,
especially considering the limelight that
comes with these roles.
Expectations were always high, with
random people making sure to remind me
of this on different occasions. Luckily, I
had inherited a team of dedicated members
on the Committee whose sole goal was to
ensure that we continue succeeding. I’ll
single out one Leah Kanda who was the
first person to consistently write a regular
column for the journal, sometimes under
immense pressure from myself but she
always delivered. Her contributions laid the
4
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platform for bringing on board a whole team
of regular writers with different backgrounds
and with completely different, but exciting
writing styles. The result of this mix of
talented individuals has been seen over the
last couple of journals and this current one, I
think, epitomizes what we’ve developed over
the last few years. I sincerely thank each and
every one of them for getting us to where
we are today.
The publication of the first edition of the
Construction Costs Handbook was another
great milestone. With a dedicated team of
interns and Secretariat staff and close to 20
quantity surveying firms, we embarked on
what is probably one of the more daring
goals by the Publications Committee,
considering that there was no regularly
published source of construction costs in
Kenya. We are eternally grateful to the team
at the Secretariat and the firms that took
their time to respond to our questionnaires
and enquiries. Some even allowed our team
members to physically peruse through their
documents in an effort to “mine” data. Over
time, more firms and construction companies
have continued to express their interest in
contributing to this Handbook. We hope
that as the information being published
gets refined over time, the Construction
Costs Handbook will form a useful tool for
decision-making on construction projects.
And, finally, early this year we launched
the online version of The Quantity Surveyor
journal. After three years of false starts, we
finally managed to get the journal up and
running. We are aware that in this digital
age, the only way to disseminate data to a
wider audience and within the shortest
time, is to make use of the digital platforms
that have come up with the advancement
in technology. The online version of this
journal was just an acknowledgement of the
fact that, in the words of Bob Dylan’s 1964
hit song, times they are a-changing. We have
made the journal downloadable to increase
circulation to a wider audience and make it
readable even offline. We will still continue
printing the hardcopies, albeit fewer in
number, and these will be available to those
who prefer the good, old smell of paper!
I am truly grateful for all your support
over the years, the constructive criticisms
that always helped us improve and the
occasional words of praise whenever we
got something right. I believe that the team
under the able leadership of the new Editor,
QS Jasan Njoroge, will take the Publications
of the Institute of Quantity Surveyors of
Kenya to new heights!
Sylvester Oluoch
Editor
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T

he year 2019 marks Twenty Five
years since the inception of the
Institute of Quantity Surveyors
of Kenya (IQSK). Initially Quantity
Surveyors were under the ambit of the
Architectural Association of Kenya
(AAK). It took the Vision of thirteen
Quantity Surveyors to scan the horizon
and realize that Quantity Surveyors had
come of age both in numbers and ability to
govern their profession as an independent
institution from the other professions in
the built environment seeing that there are
many other areas that a Quantity Surveyor
can practice independent of the other
Professions. The founding members were
viewed as selfish rebels whose interest was
just to rock the boat hence the move was
not received well. Twenty five years today,
the thirteen founding members have been
vindicated. It is on the Bedrock of their
courage that the Institute of Quantity
Surveyors of Kenya stands tall to celebrate
its Silver Jubilee.
To kick off the celebrations we started
with a one day seminar themed “The
Adoption of Block Chain Technology
in the Construction Industry “. The
lectures were delivered by renowned
experts namely Christopher Fernandez
and Fernando Ortega both based in
Dubai, UAE. This attracted an audience
of 120 Professionals practicing in the
Construction Industry in Kenya.
At the close of the Seminar, attendees
6
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were able to demystify Block chain
Technology as a Digital Database that
exists in many devices secured through
cryptography, where each piece of
information is stored as a Block which
is dated and contains identification of
the person who captured the data that
cannot be changed or hacked. Some of
the advantages noted for this technology
was that it would increase efficiency;
productivity and Transparency hence help
slay the Ghost of corruption which has
clouded the country since independence.
Of importance is that it would open the
probability of using Bitcoin [Build Coin]
and enable crowd funding of Projects. This
would be a major breakthrough in solving
Project funding which is a major headache
for local players in the Construction
Industry. The question we were all left to
ponder on was which Country would be
first to adopt this Technology. Is it the
US / UK, UAE or Kenya? I leave that to
you…
The Month of April saw the focus
shift to the Contractors Empower
Program (CEP) in Nairobi. Later on in
the Month of June we will be holding
another similar CEP in Kisumu County.
The theme for this Year is ‘Combating
Corruption in the Construction Industry’.
This Theme has been a sensitive issue in
the construction industry and comes in
the wake of the many corruption scandals
hitting the headlines in the Construction

Industry. For the April seminar, Presenters
were drawn from relevant Government
Institutions, Academia and Private Sector.
The seminar sought to put a price tag on
the effect of corruption on the Country’s
Economic Growth. The month of April
shall close with the Annual Tree Planting
Corporate Social responsibility (CSR)
Initiative at Kereita Forest on 27th April
2019.
IQSK holds its Annual General
Meeting (AGM) in May and this Year
will be no different. It is at this meeting
that members receive a progress report
from the council it put in place in the
previous year. The council has a two year
mandate and therefore no elections shall
be held this year round.
The Annual Golf tournament will be
held in August while there will be a two
day Summit in the Month of October.
The Climax of the Year will be the Annual
Gala Dinner in the Month of November.
Please join us for this year’s dinner which
we promise shall be a dinner with a
difference.
Finally I take this opportunity to
thank all our members and partners for
your continued support as we celebrate
our silver jubilee looking forward to
taking the institute to the next level.
Peter Kariuki
IQSK, Chairman
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG
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THE LAND SURVEYOR’S LENS

HAVE YOU LOST A TITLE DEED?
WORRY NOT FOR BEHOLD, A
REMEDY!
By Derrick Koome

L

osing a title deed is not a funny affair.
In fact, if somebody were to film the
reaction of someone who has just
discovered that his title deed is no more,
the performance could make the cut for
an Oscar Award.
A legal instrument that presupposes
proof of ownership or rights to a land, a
title deed or lease is a document that most
Kenyans have learnt to treasure. Some
go to lengths to secure that document by
for instance sealing and securely keeping
it with the bank, framing and hanging it
in a dark corner of the house, laminating
and keeping it in a dedicated file and
subsequently storing it in the furthest
corner of the closet.
So serious is this effort that some men
don’t tell their wives where the documents
have been kept, only for the poor lady to
be left searching for a needle in a haystack
in case the man dies.
However, despite the best of efforts
to secure it sometimes there could be
unforeseen burglary or theft, destruction
by fire or flood waters, or sometimes the
document can be destroyed or misplaced
inadvertently.
When such an incident occurs rest
assured there is a remedy, but one needs
to have patience since it is a somewhat
long procedure. The Land Registration
Act foresaw the possibility of a land
owner losing their title deed and gave the
Land Registrar powers to issue a duplicate
certificate of title provided victims have
the following documents as evidence;

1. Police Abstract

Obtained from a police station, a police
abstract will be evidence that the
incidence of losing the title was reported
to the authorities. In some cases, the
police may demand a letter from the local
chief since it is assumed he has knowledge
of all the land owners in his location. That
works for rural areas but it’s a hard nut to
crack in the town centers where majority
of residents don’t know who the chief is.

2. Affidavit

An affidavit is a sworn document that
the information therein is the truth and
nothing but the truth so help you God.
This document will obviously be sworn by
8
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the land owner. It can be done at the office
of any commissioner of oaths or rotaries
public.

3. Recent Official Search

In the normal course of things, an official
search is done as part of measures of due
diligence undertaken before buying a land
parcel. This is done to ensure that the party
purporting to sell the land is the bona fide
owner of the land. A search is done at the
Land Registrar’s office at Ardhi House
and takes about an hour or two.

4. Copies of identification
documents

This is a rather straightforward
requirement since it is proof that one
is who he says he is. The identification
documents required are a copy of national
identity card (ID), a copy of Kenya
Revenue Authority PIN number and
recent color passport photographs.

5. Application to Registrar

Once the proprietor of the land has
the above documents, the remainder is
to make an application with the land
registrar and fill the requisite application

form. Then the above documents are
attached as evidence.
Once the Land Registrar receives
the application form together with the
addendums and is satisfied that such
is evidence of proof of ownership, he
proceeds to issue a sixty day notice of
loss of title in the Kenya Gazette as well
as raising the same notice in two local
newspapers of nationwide circulation.
These notices normally appear on the
classified section of the newspaper. This
is to ensure that anyone who might have
objections can be informed and that the
objections can be addressed within the
sixty days.
Once the sixty days lapse and no
opposing views arise, the Land Registrar
then issues the applicant with a certified
true copy of the title or lease with the
condition that should the lost title deed
resurface it should be submitted to the
Registrar for cancellation. That’s all folks!
Have a Merry Christmas and a prosperous
2019!
The writer is a Survey Engineering Consultant
based in Nairobi. For more information about him,
visit his LinkedIn profile using the link https://
ke.linkedin.com/in/derrick-koome-352b9978
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PROFILE: QS DR. NJERI WACHIRA-TOWEY

PROFILE: QS DR. NJERI WACHIRA-TOWEY

What grounds you?
The fear of God. I keep reminding myself that there is nothing
that I have that I have not been given. It is a gift from God the far
that I have reached. I was given to serve.

...I WOULD LIKE TO THINK THAT I HAVE
HONOURED THAT WORD…
of the brilliance locked within her, though she is very modest
about it. Her career is on an upward trajectory and she doesn’t see
herself about to retire. Lynda Caroline met her at her ADD office
at the University of Nairobi.
Do you consider yourself a geek?
[Laughs] No. Not really. I consider myself a passionate person in
what I do. It comes with age also. I have been in the industry for
a very long time. Probably before you were born.
Speaking of that, you actually trained one of my friends who has
been in the industry for 12 years! You don’t even look anything
close to that.
You see? I’ve been around. I thank God for that. My work and
value ethic is that if something is worth doing; then, do it well.
Otherwise, don’t touch it. It is such a great reward when I see my
students excel and go beyond where I have reached.

Does it get lonely as you climb the ladder?
Being that there are very few ladies in the QS profession, you
feel it. Especially at my level, because it gets thinner as you move
along. However, what I have realized is that so long as you are
good at what you are doing in your profession or academics, your
gender does not really matter. One needs to be willing to put time
into their growth. I have tried to build my career in such a way
that people look to me as a professional and not as a woman. I
have strived very hard to be seen as such.

What have you sacrificed to get to where you are? Do you feel
like you had to at some point spend more time on your career
and less on family?
Not really. It is more like I had to strike a life balance. You have to
adjust. It is very hard to strike a balance between family, friends,
work, and professional responsibilities and all, but with time it
gets easier. When my kids were young, I did not want to get
myself involved in a lot of professional commitment because
it was their time. But now, all my kids are grown up, they have
completed their university. One of them is working while another
is in university. So, it gives me a lot of flexibility and time and
therefore now I can do the things that I couldn’t do earlier. So it
is engulfed in the idea of striking a balance. Because to be a whole
person, you must have all those working.

Do the men really get it?
Let me tell you something. I remember the first time I was
appointed to be part of a board. I remember the Chair at that
time thought that the place of women is different. As the meeting
progressed, tea was placed at the side table and we were to serve
ourselves. I was the only lady in that particular seating. I rose,
served my cup of tea and went back to the seat. I could feel all
their eyes on me as I took my sips. I remember him (the Chair)
looking at me and retorted, how about us? I told him, the tea
was brought here for all of us. When you come to my house, I
will serve you. But not here. I made that point and of course they
didn’t take it very kindly. For them to gain confidence in what you
do as a professional, you must be good at what you do. The men
will start respecting you.

You were able to pursue your PhD while they were still in
school?
Yes. I was lucky that the University of Cape Town offered a flexible
program in that I could pursue my research here. I scheduled my
research in such a way that it coincided with their holidays. The
universe makes a way for you when you are diligent and passionate
about what you choose to focus on.

S

everal years ago, a little girl known as Isabella Njeri Wachira,
leaned on her lower primary school teacher’s words, “As a
girl, you can also do it. In fact, better than the boys.” She
made it her personal mantra to make these words come alive and,
to this day, anytime she feels incapacitated, the words echo loud
and clear in her mind.
Today, known as Dr. Isabella Njeri Wachira-Towey, she has
surpassed those words and gathered feathers in her cap. She been a
practising Quantity Surveyor for years (and counting), sits on the
Board of Registration of Architects and Quantity Surveyors; and
is the Chair of the Department of Real Estate and Construction
Management at the University of Nairobi, amongst several other
positions. She is surrounded by awards and accolades that shine
10
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When your friends come to you for advice to they expect an
academic answer?
We are friends. They actually call me Njeri. We are able to separate
academics and career. Those are my buddies. By the way, in your
life’s journey, you evolve and get new friends as you grow. As your
networks expand, you realize that you still need your friends.
Everyone you interact with has something to offer and I learnt to
gather bits and pieces along the journey.

Why South Africa?
I went to South Africa because one, I applied for the scholarship
and I was awarded. The scholarships were being offered through
the university. There was a program known as USHEPIA and
at that time, I was working here [UoN]. Our external examiner
was working in that university. Every time he would come to the
country, he encouraged the lecturers to apply since the scholarships
were available and they were in his department (Construction
Economics/Management). I went for it and worked hard while
at it.
There is the Doctor of Philosophy Degree and Joseph Arenow
Prize for the best PhD thesis in Faculty of Engineering and the
Built Environment to show for it.
[Smiles broadly] Yes. I thank God.
Does the Scholarship still exist?
Yes. But one has to be working in the University.
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

“I have tried to build my career in
such a way that people look to me as
a professional and not as a woman.”
What irritates you while you are on site?
That is a very easy question. It’s the people that I meet, particularly
those who have been in the construction industry for a very long
time; whether they are professionals or fundis. And they tell you:
“You know madam, you don’t know anything. This thing we used
to do even before you were born. So what can you say that we
do not know?” It really gets to me. Sometimes, you are trying to
help somebody to identify what the challenge is. But they stop
you, over talk you and tell you that that is how they have always
done it. So who are you to tell them that what they are doing is
wrong? I remember there was a time when I was working with a
male colleague, an engineer. So I told him, “Now this is the idea
that I have. Present it to them”. Can you imagine what they had
rejected three days prior was accepted immediately just because
he tabled the idea!
Is that so?
Yes. You have to prove yourself on site. Work to the point that you
get respected.
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

Had you always wanted to be a Quantity Surveyor growing up?
To be honest, I-I-I didn’t even know that Quantity Surveyors
exist. [Laughs]. I’m of the generation that went to Form 5 and 6. It
was in Form 6 that we chose the career we wanted to pursue. We
had a wonderful Career Master, Mr. Mbui. I have never forgotten
him. [Shout out Mr. Mbui]. So, just as the doctor does, he would
see us one by one. And I remember when it came to my turn, he
asked me, “Now you. What do you want to do?” I told him, I only
knew what I didn’t want to do. [Laughs]. I didn’t want anything
to do with agriculture, education, and so on. My mother was a
teacher and my father was in agriculture and deep down I knew
I wanted something different. Not because they were bad career
choices, but I just wanted a different angle to our ‘family’ career
line. And since all my classmates had chosen BCOM, I insisted
that I wanted to do something different. So he tells me, “You
know, I have met some people who are doing something called
Building Economics”. That time, it was referred to as that. “And
since you are good in economics and you are rather adventurous,
let’s see what this Building Economics is about. In any case, if
you get to the university and see that you do not like it, you can
always change”.
Which High school was that that had an active career master?
Kangaru High School. I know it! Wow.
It’s funny you say you didn’t want to be a teacher but look at
where you are currently seated.
[Laughs].
Isn’t life amazing?
How was it back then informing your folks that you chose the
‘Unknown Building Economics’?
I remember trying to explain to my grandmother what I was
pursuing in university; you know, to the tune of construction. Her
reaction was priceless.
Tell me.
She told me, “You know the problem with you is that you always
want things that are very difficult. You will never get a husband.
No man will like a woman who goes to the mjengo. That’s a man’s
job”. [Laughs].
Look at me now. I turned out just fine - In my profession,
growing, married and with children.
With the growth in the profession, do you think the industry is
flooded for the incoming graduate QS’s?
No. In fact, we are encouraging them to go to work for the
contractors, on condition that they have a registered QS
supervising them. In any case, the contractors are really coming
up and they pay very well as compared to the QS consulting
firms. [Laughs]. By the way, the market of contracting is unlikely
to get flooded. Special works contractors actually reach out to
the university to provide them with a QS. People are starting to
appreciate the different roles a QS can play. As the industry is
growing, there is consistent realization that the QS can add value.
You were once an IQSK Journal Editor…
Yes. For a long time.
How do you feel the journal has grown since you left?
I think the best thing that has happened since the new
management took over (shout out to QS. Sylvester and his team)
is that they have given it a new perspective. There is a tangible
freshness to the magazine. When we were there, the journal was
strictly for Quantity Surveyors. It was not tailored to capture the
JAN - MAR 2019
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audience that existed beyond the Built Environment. This new
team has structured it in such a way that it is palatable for the
public since they too need the information! The public enjoys
reading the magazine. I tried introducing cartoon illustrations
within the magazine and it was met with frowns since ‘they’
indicated that it was a professional magazine. But I was like,
“Don’t you think the professionals would mind a laugh too?”
[Laughs]. That transformation seems to have gained currency with
the new blood, you know?
We have now gone online!
I like the trajectory that the magazine has taken. That is a major
milestone! Now, all we need to do is make money from the online
platform, besides having the adverts within the journal. There
needs to be another stream of revenue so that the magazine can
sustain itself - I have a tried and tested payment plan for that too.
See me for the consultation [Laughs].
However, the publishing team needs to be cognizant of the
diehard older generation that prefers reading the print on paper.
You know? They strongly believe that physically touching the
magazine versus reading it online is more relatable and real.
Online is the way to go though.
What do you prefer, reading or watching?
[Pauses]. Mostly, I read. But, there’s a program that I love to watch,
Come Dine With Me. It’s more of a competition where you invite
people to your house, strangers, prepare them a meal and they
judge your presentation and mastery in cooking. You all rotate in
each other’s houses.
Aaaaah I know it… I was wondering which program is this
around food that I have no idea about.
The comments that they make in private are very hilarious.
[Laughs]. You know it makes me wonder whether those are the
things my visitors say when they leave.
Are you a good chef ?
Oh yes!
Had you not been a QS, what would you have ventured in?
Hmmmmm. Good Question. I always imagine that had I not
been a QS, I would have been a lawyer. That quiet lawyer in me
wants to be an arbitrator on the outside. I want to listen to my
pulse and see whether arbitration will be another feather in my
cap.

PROFILE: QS DR. NJERI WACHIRA-TOWEY

It never stops. Does it?
What?
The quest for knowledge?
If you don’t read, you die.
What’s the best piece of advice that you ever received?
Along the way, I have received great pieces of advice. The one that
stood out for me was one that I got waaaaaaay back when I was
young. When I was in primary school. We used to be told, in class
back then that it was very okay for a girl to fail in Mathematics.
But one teacher told me - I think teachers have really spoken into
my life [Laughs] – that weh Njeri, what boys can do, you can also
do and don’t let anyone ever tell you any different. And I would
like to think that I have honoured that word that was reaffirmed
along the way by my Dad.
You know the meaning of your name in your native tribe stands
for ‘warrior’.
Yes.
So when you are put to task, you deliver.
My teacher was very supportive of me. Whenever I would come
top, he would ask me to stand in front of the class and he would
make the students clap for me. That would make the boys feel like
there was a knot tied in their stomachs.
You made your parents proud.
Growing up, my dad encouraged me. He spoke into me and I
have grown to be who I am because of his and my late mum’s
foundational advice.
I have come to realize - and it was actually echoed by Caroline
Mutoko when she interviewed Former Mauritius female
president (Gurib-Fakim), that ladies who had their dads
encourage them growing up, are the ones sitting in power,
brave….
Yes. It’s very true. It builds and boosts your confidence. I owe my
dad a lot. Had he not encouraged me, had he not created a safe
non-gender-biased space for me to thrive, I probably would have
turned out very different. His fingerprint and thumbs up always
pushed me to unmatched territory.
On that note, one of the best things you can do is to speak
into somebody else’s life. Look for someone to mentor. You know,
the Good Book says, to those whom much is given, much is

expected. So do your bit. Go back to your campus and talk to the
ladies there. I can tell you that there are many ladies out here who
are totally intimidated.
You are in spirit since that was part of my questions. Do you
offer active mentorship to ladies in the field?
Yes, I do. Before graduation we actually talk to the ladies and
inform them on the need to stand out, to be present, and not to
feel intimidated. IQSK helps in that too. Like last year we went to
Uthiru Girls. We try to give back. I keep reminding the lecturers
in my Department that just a word of encouragement, and that
person will go far. Just a word. They don’t have to spend money
on the student; Just a word of encouragement will do. Excellence
in my former students’ lives is the most gratifying thing about
being a lecturer. I Value it. There is no greater reward than that. In
fact, if they are doing better than me, the better. I am like, “Wow.
I contributed something positive in somebody’s life.” It is truly
gratifying.
What has been the most memorable moment in your career?
[Pauses]. I think it’s the year that I sat for my professional exams. I
passed yet soooo many people had failed. [Laughs]. That was quite
something particularly because that time exams were being ran by
AAK on behalf of BORAQS and they used to be tough! Really
tough! It was something that was feared and dreaded. The pass
rate that year was less than 20%. I felt validated; that I actually
could and can do it.
From that, another memorable moment that has cascaded
throughout my career is getting to a level where I am respected
as a professional.
The other biggest non-professional moment was when I got
my children. That was something else. It was quite intimidating
and scary. Because when I held that baby in my arms, I knew God
was entrusting me to shape it. I questioned whether I was really
ready to do that. To help mould the little human being. But they
are now grown, carving out a life for themselves!
What has been your lowest moment?
[Pauses] I think my lowest moment has been here, working in the
academics. Because you try to mentor and to teach people then
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when the results come, you are shocked! You start questioning
yourself. “Surely, was I this bad as a teacher?” You know, people
think that when you are teaching performance doesn’t matter
but it actually does and you really feel it. Some of the graduate
QSs sitting for professional exams were my students and they fail
terribly. It starts now eating into you and you’re like, “Wah. This
person passed through my hands. What happened?” You feel like
it’s a let-down; that all the effort you put went down the drain.
We don’t enjoy when students fail.
In my time, we had to read physical text books. There is one
thing about your generation that I feel there is a disconnect. You
are always online. This information is online but you don’t search
it out. This information is at your fingertips. You don’t use it.
True. We are online passing time on social media.
Most of your free time.
What book are you currently reading or have you read that left
an impact?
The Purpose Driven Life by Rick Warren. I keep recommending it
to anyone that asks that question. What I picked from that book
is ask the person who made you what purpose He had for you.
Read that book if you haven’t read it. You should read Who Moved
My Cheese too.
What’s your biggest extravagance?
I have a massage habit. I looooove massages. I love to be pampered.
I take a day off for me and switch off my phone.
Who would you want to be remembered as?
As somebody who made a positive difference in people’s lives.
That would mean everything to me. Even if it is one or more
person.
May I add that the future of the profession belongs to those
who are willing to change and to excel…
Thank you Ma’am!
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ART IN CONSTRUCTION
By Munyasi Dennis

I

love the prospects of a savior coming
from an artistic and creative background.
A symbol of culture, a representation of
some gold standard. That’s what KICC
(1974), LILIAN TOWERS, HILTON
HOTEL (1969), COOPERATIVE
BANK HOUSE (1981) represented to
me when they were first erected. This
type of artistic and futuristic designs were
unprecedented coming from a third world
country considering the era and limited
technology that was around that time.
Skyscrapers in the past were inspired by
something more local and relatable. They
were not just occupational structures for
the sake of space but aesthetic as they were
functional. “Perfection isn’t attainable, but
if you chase perfection then you can catch
excellence” Vince Lombardi
1960s and 80s saw the inception and
ground breaking of some of the best
skyscrapers to date whose beauty and
design are still outstanding among the
newer buildings that were erected in this
millennial era.
Many of the tall buildings in the cities
were constructed during this period after
which there was a long lug in construction
of towers until the late 1990s. During that
period, buildings remained relatively short
with basic design, basic solely implying
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to the exterior boxed nature and design
all lacking that timeless and wow factor
that the skyscrapers came with. They all
somewhat looked alike. This however, is
understandably so because of the limited
capital, demand and technology all factors
that majorly dictated how a building was
to be designed.

“This type of artistic
and futuristic designs
were unprecedented
coming from a
third world country
considering the era and
limited technology that
was around that time.”
Most of the buildings that came after
did not prove to be landmark-worthy for
they all felt basic and similar to the next
one.
Skyscrapers aside, apartments and
office blocks all came in different size and
designs but only a few could stand out

with unique aesthetic external features.
It’s important to note however, that
with the increasing demand for Grade
A spaces, be it office or recreational, it’s
understandable why developers would
focus so much in ensuring their spaces
are certified Grade A as opposed to
investing so much on the build design.
This is to ensure that the initial capital
invested is recouped as soon as possible
while maximizing on full occupancy. Very
little attention is given to the external
outlook making it an afterthought. Global
professionals expect much more from
their work spaces than just four walls,
this being a crucial aspect that guides the
whole design process and fund priority.
Office spaces are generally classified
in three different grade categories,
that is Grade A, B and C. This type
of classification helps to differentiate
spaces and rationalize the market data.
Grade A buildings have high quality
standard finishes, state of the art systems
and exceptional accessibility. “they are
generally the best looking buildings with
the best construction and possess high
quality hence attracting highest quality
tenants consequently leading to highest
rental income” Cytonn Investments’
Johnson Denge
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

Grade B buildings are a little older
but can however be turned to Grade A
through thorough renovations which
prove to be rather expensive. Grade C

STATE BUILDING in New York
respectively. They were however finished
off with different design elements to bring
out their own authenticity. This does not

buildings are less desirable and usually
have low tenancy.
However, many buildings/skyscrapers
have achieved Grade A standards without
necessarily compromising on their artistic
nature. Many of our skyscrapers like the
Britam Towers (the tallest in Kenya;
2017), UAP Old Mutual tower (Second
tallest; 2015), Kings Prism Tower (2018),
SIFA Towers and the FCB Mihrab which
when they were officially opened, struck
me as some of the top artistic designs in
the market, due to their unique design
and external outlook all at the same time
achieving high functionality without
compromising on the artistic nature that
has been lacking. The erection of these
buildings saw some of the best design
contenders worldwide, but still playing
along the Grade A status, aesthetically and
functionally. This is the type of originality
and artistic symbols that KICC and the
likes stood for. A timeless design that’ll
forever be and hold weight whenever such
a discussion is brought up.
To me though, Britam Towers and
UAP Old Mutual Towers are some of the
unoriginal designs to hit our landscape
mainly because the blueprints used have
a striking resemblances to WORLD
TRADE CENTRE tower and EMPIRE

apply only to these landmark buildings,
many buildings (even in housing sector)
have seen a close resemblance to other
local structures, with one apartment
having almost the same outlook as the
next.
When the Standard Gauge Railway
came, it helped realize a huge graph shift
in terms of time and comfort travel in
the railway transportation sector. It was
something to be proud of as a citizen,
and with it came goodies/beauties. The
Railway Stations are all inspired by local
and relatable attributes. Not just functional
stations by with a touch of art. Each with
a unique wow factor that makes them all
stand out in their own right.
The Mombasa Station with the
ripples and tides effect inspired design.
A simple idea that birthed arguably one
of the most artistic showstopper designs
of all the stations. The Emali station
is my next favorite design mimicking
fingers folded in a fist denoting unison
and togetherness. The Nairobi station
is inspired by two trains and bridge on
top while the Voi Station a person with
arms raised up high symbolizing he spirit
of Harambee. All these stations had an
original artistic and creative inspiration. A
symbol of culture that is locally relatable.
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These played a huge role in reviving the
art in construction industry as opposed to
just building basic functional structures
like the previous railway line stations, but
something that is selfie and photo worthy.
A stamp of authenticity and art that’s
striking with every visit to the station.
We need more of the Tom Mboya’s,
Jomo Kenyatta, the elephants Tusks in
Mombasa, Dedan Kimathi among other
monumental statues erected all over. These
monuments add flare to an otherwise
boring environment. A trip to Uhuru
Park, Central park, Tom Mboya Street
or even Kimathi Street wouldn’t be the
same without these monuments. Not just
monuments but symbols representing
something milestone worthy in our
history. Something close and dear to us.
What’s a peacock without its feathers,
that’s what they represent in our cities
and the various environs they are located.
It’s such a sad state in which the Nyayo
monument in Central Park is at this
time, with the tiles falling off and others
staining, forgotten with no maintenance
at all. Such a great shame being in the
heart of Nairobi CBD. The same goes to
the Elephant tusks in Mombasa which
have not a received a paint job in the
recent past looking all creamy in color
with the iron sheets forming the horns
torn at some parts and almost coming off.
It’s a shameful considering we now have a
devolved governance system which was to
help shift the attention to the respective
counties. Such occurrences should not be
something that’s an issue but take good
care of. A good piece of Art is timeless,
and investment on the future, holds
bragging rights, a tourist destination and
something that can be talked about by
whomever gets the chance to experience
them.
The Kenyan skyline is however going
to be something of fresh breath in the
near future with all the buildings under
construction and those projected to start.
The likes of The HILTON HOTEL
building set to be opened in the year 2020
which when completed is projected to be
the tallest building in Africa. The design
is breath taking accompanied by great
features. Maybe, just maybe, we would be
able to officially make our way in to the
African Architectural Awards which was
established to highlight the continents’
most innovative and collaborative style
of solving problems- architectural or
otherwise
The writer is an Assistant Quantity Surveyor
practicing in Nairobi, Kenya
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PRICE CONTROLS AND
PROFESSIONAL FEES

daily news; every top notch pro rushing to
GoK with advises on the Big4. The bottom
line – Sir, we will only charge 15% fee for
services rendered. Your excellency, that is
only 50% of the value of land. Mr Preso,
the biggest obstacle to your legacy in this
agenda of un-affordable housing is land
which contributes 30% to construction
cost. But I digress.

By Qs Mukirih S K

Definition

T

his article is specifically on statutory
regulation of fees charged by
consultant for whatever services.
The rationale for the arguments therein
are anchored on economic theories of
supply and demand. The theories of price
controls, wherever practised apply here.
Hence the extensive reference to other

“In the construction
industry, statutory fees
would include the types
levied under planning
permissions and
building regulations.”
16
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industries. As the saying goes, what is
good for the girder is good for the goose.
May I begin by “misquoting”
Muchoki/AdamSmith
‘Wanjiku, a developer, cannot expect
affordable housing from the benevolence
of a consultant who in 1st instance and
in pursuit of unbridled self-interest
lobbied the government to regulate fees in
conspiracy against the public’
The scale of professional charges
for Architects & Quantity surveyors are
set out under CAP 525; in the 4&5th
schedule. No doubt our ancestors enacted
such regulations for a good reason which
are totally lost on us. We are still practising
by their rules. You must have heard of this
idiot who joined his friend to await a 3rd
party not knowing the 1st had no prior

arrangement for the meeting?
Clarification – Though regulated by
law, professional fees are not statutory
fees though the quantum of such are also
usually fixed by law. Statutory fees are
those the types relating to the exercise
of statutory powers. In the construction
industry, statutory fees would include the
types levied under planning permissions
and building regulations.
Before I proceed further, my apologies
to those who may feel the subject threatens
income to fellow professions. Fear not as
this will not change anything. The sun
will still rise from the East and set in the
West! The piece is just an invite to debate
why these laws exists. To remind ourselves
and new entrants into the industry why
we enacted them laws. It is forever in the
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

Equilibrium price/quantity = P0/Q0
Maximum price = P1 Minimum price = P1
Price control is a government restriction
on how much a product or service can be
charged. In the absence of regulations, the
free market determines the equilibrium
price using the forces of demand and
supply as per the graph above.
Regulations sets the prices either
above (maximum) or below (minimum)
the market equilibrium.
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discourages imports of 2nd hand
vehicles, sugar, maize, 2nd hand
clothes, etc.

Why governments impose price
controls
1.

Price controls are called upon to
protect consumers and the country
at large from socio-politico or
economic conditions that could make
commodities prohibitively expensive.
Price ceilings (maximum prices) are
set below the market equilibrium
with the intention of making goods
and services affordable - an attempt
by the government at fairness &
equity
2. Political crisis such as that in
Venezuela or Sudan as at date (2018)
3. War time - Price controls and
rationing are widely used for equity
and social reasons. Economic
sabotage and merchandising are
potential routes to death during such
occasions
4. Production failure leading to severe
shortages. Kenya is particularly prone
to many real and imaginary crop
failures. The sugar crisis was not really
caused by crop failure but production
failure. Shortages lead to hoarding,
unequal distribution, black market
prices, etc.
5. Government’s desire to drive a socio/
politico or economic agenda such as
a. Green agenda. Such was the case
when ERC was promoting the
use of cooking gas recently.
b. Influencing
consumption
patterns – In the past,– Minimum
prices have been set on alcohol
and tobacco. The idea was to
discourage excessive drinking
and thus reduces alcoholism.
c. Eliminating harmful practices
such as petrol adulteration. The
near parity between price of
kerosene and diesel may have
had a similar intention
6. Economic blockades such as is the
case in Cuba, North Korea and Iran
since the cold war
7. Monopolistic market – A lone
produce/supplier predetermines his
income (QxP) through manipulating
the market price and quantity. The
government steps in as a voice of the
people.
8. During periods of high inflation such
as that which arose after the 1973 oil
crisis
9. In an investment bubble – As a cap
to disruptive speculative investments
such as along the SGR corridor,
LAPSSET Corridor or Konza City
environs.
10. Market protection such as local
industry, EAC, COMESA, etc.
Through tariffs, the government has

Below are areas where governments have
successfully legislated price controls.
1. Popular sports/theatre tickets if left
to the market, equilibrium prices
would be far above equilibrium price.
Price control is intended to address
affordability. It is argued that if prices
were set solely by market forces, it
would just be afforded by the rich.
But the seats seriously limited and
what follows is rationing through
shortage of tickets.

“These laws are
also meant to keep
housing affordable
when demand exceeds
supply.”
2.

3.
4.

Controlled tenancy – Provisions
exists for protection of tenants
certain premises from eviction or
from exploitation and for matters
connected therewith and incidental
thereto. These laws are also meant
to keep housing affordable when
demand exceeds supply. An undesired
consequence of rent controls include
reduced supply of housing, higher
number of homeless people, reduced
maintenance of rent-controlled
apartments, etc. Relevant laws include
a. The Distress for Rent Act
Chapter 293;
b. Rent Restriction Act Cap 296;
c. Landlord
And
Tenant
(Shops, Hotels And Catering
Establishments) Act Cap 301
Prohibition against usury (maximum
interest rates) — to protect someone
forced to borrow out of desperation;
Maximum price for bread – in
societies where the poor are highly
dependent on bread to survive.
Remember that lack of bread caused
the French revolution! Currently, the
same bread is threatening Bashir’s
regime in Sudan.

For all those reasons, the appeal of
price controls is understandable because
they hold out the promise of protecting
groups that are particularly vulnerable.
One common thread running through
the above justification is the transient
nature of the problems being addressed.
One would think that once the problem
is over, the controls would end but they
JAN - MAR 2019
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never do.
Another observation is that not one
single reason seems to explain how we
settled on regulated professional fees.
So with all those good social intentions,
why are economists generally opposed to
price controls, say except perhaps for very
brief periods during emergencies?
Price controls interfere with supplies
coming into the market, distort the
allocation of resources and fail to protect
many consumers. In many cases, they even
hurt the very people they were intended
to cushion.
Price ceilings (minimum prices) price
set below the market equilibrium.
Maximum price P1 is below the free
market price.
The objective of price ceilings is to
protect consumers during a time of crisis
or from a monopolist

MAIN FEATURE

ways. Examples galore.
1. Prices of 2Kg packet of Unga @ KES
90 in June, 2017. OR Sugar @ KES
100/Kg
a. The government controlled issue
was rarely available. Yet unga was
everywhere in supermarkets.
b. Buyers limited to 1 or 2 packets
whenever it became available;
c. Tie-in sale – A customer is
forced to purchase items he did
not need before one is allowed
to get what he wanted (the 2kg
packet of unga@90/=)
d. Supermarkets which did not
want to contravene the law
directly would hike the prices
of must-buy accompaniments if
must get that 2Kg unga. In the
end, your food burden may end
up worse than would have been
the case without price controls

“If you want to cause a
shortage of tomatoes,
legislate its price below
cost.”
2.

By keeping prices artificially low,
demand is increased to the point where
supply cannot keep up.
Shortages always follows maximum
price controls. With the shortages comes
rationing.
Governments are forced to use
rationing to address distribution of the
inadequate stocks.
Such conditions give producers
incentives to evade controls in limitless
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3.

4.

The fuel price controls in USA which
was ignited by the 1973 oil crisis –
The price ceiling which was below
what the market could otherwise
bear actually was a major disaster.
Inventory disappeared. Long queues
in petrol stations followed; many
stations also closed.
Controlled price of goods during 2nd
World War in most countries. These
had the same consequences as bullet
2
Quality/quantity deterioration – For
the same price, you buy an inferior
item. The quantity issue is all about
shortages

5.

Increased government oversight and
enforcement with consequent costs
6. Administrative costs of rationing by
governments
7. “Forced up-trading” – Producers opt
for goods with higher markups rather
than the lower end products (for the
poor) where both are price controlled.
This was the case in USA cloth
industry during World war II
8. Black markets supplies and inflated
prices in which goods are bought
and sold clandestinely at prices not
only above official price but even the
equilibrium price, because the buyers
are desperate and sellers are breaking
the law.
9. Inflation and lack of foreign currency
– The consequences of shortages is
most apparent during economic &
political crisis.
This was largely the case during the
twilight years of the Moi era. There was not
enough dollars in the banks to finance our
imports. The dollar crunch led to empty
supermarkets shelves. Black markets,
prices shot above the roof. Ineffective price
controls and rationing followed. The same
was repeated in Zimbabwe under Robert
Mugabe and in Iran and Venezuela in year
2017-2018.
In conclusion, a maximum price
controls have never achieved their
proximate aim of reducing prices paid
by ‘Wanjiku’. As Nobel laureate Milton
Friedman once said, “If you want to cause
a shortage of tomatoes, legislate its price
below cost”
Price floor (minimum) price set above
the market equilibrium.
The objective of a minimum price is to-:
• Motivate producers to produce more
through incomes
• Demotivate consumption of harmful
addictive products with side effects
such as tobacco and alcohol
• To protect an essential industry
such as sugar, clothing and apparel
(cotton).
• To protect Quantity Surveyors,
Architects, Engineers, Lawyers,
Valuers, etc from foreign pirates?
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In this case, the price floor ensures
prices stay high, causing a surplus in the
market.
But what will you do with the surplus?

6.

The black market lower prices!

“Labor supply in a
particular market would
refer to people who are
trained in that industry
and are either working
or looking for work.”
Examples
1. Regulated professional fees - The
surplus here is in the number of unemployed professionals in the market
- Engineers, Architects, Quantity
Surveyors, Construction managers
and all sorts of specialists. Their
presence hardly visible. The market
distortion is in the form of
2. ‘Technicals’ who have become a
recruitment pool for Jihadists Some say that youth with no income
have provided the catchment pool
for terrorists and criminals. It is
discouraging our children from
studying technical subjects since they
argue that their elder siblings who
did the same courses have no work.
3. Very high fees against a background
of massive unemployment. Free
market theorist argue the costs
should be coming down.
4. Why a price ceiling for the corporate
client and not the actual performer?
Those in employment hardly take
much home from services rendered
compared to scale prescribed by the
Act.
5. Uncontrolled developments – The
worst consequence is that the
majority of Kenyans cannot afford
a consultant at these controlled fees.
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

7.

8.

Since this does not remove their need
for shelter, either they
a. Build without them consultants
or
b. Use so-called ‘quacks’ or
c. Undercutting in fees occurs.
d. So many condemned buildings
and demolitions on-going.
This is truly a market distortion
because there are many technical
people (endless of un-employed
university graduates and registered
professionals) who literary have no
work! Why are they not available to
help? Even the County governments
are facing huge HR capacity
problems. It simply lacks explanation.
Minimum wages; such laws are based
on the normative view that someone
working full time ought to be able
to afford a basic standard of living.
Results – employers cut their losses
by reducing workforce and exploring
alternatives through innovation. Such
would include
a. Use of self-serve gas stations;
b. Use of industrial machines such
as the tea picker, car wash, etc.
c. Use of customers “self-service”
machines - teller machines
in banks, ticketing such as in
airways and railways, autovending machines, etc.
Minimum wage also attracts more
people into the market thus increasing
labor surplus in that particular
market. That means unemployment.
Note -: Labor supply in a particular
market would refer to people who are
trained in that industry and are either
working or looking for work. In case
of professionals, it takes many years
to enter such a market. Free entry
and exit (a condition of laissez faire)
is therefore not easy.
Agricultural price controls - Kenya
is an agricultural economy with
population largely subsisting on
non- commercial farming. Without
controls, famine and chaos would
resort. Against this background,
agricultural policies have been
designed to prevent shortages and
surpluses through three ways -:
1. Setting minimum (floor) prices
that guarantees farmers a fair
return
2. Production control and
3. Import control

The Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) practiced by the European Union
has more or less the same objectives and
undesired consequences viz-:
• Higher consumer prices

•
•

Higher duties to lock out cheaper
imports thus maintaining local prices
unnecessarily high.
Minimum
prices
encouraging
farmers to produce stuff that no one
actually wants.

Most prominent in this arena is
the maize and sugar industry in Kenya.
Unfortunately, the above policies seem to
have attracted a fourth – a political tool to
maintain political support.
Both Jubilee and NASA have widely
capitalized on floor prices of maize and
sugar to capture or retain the vote from
Western and Rift valley regions.
The artificial sugar prices in support
of an industry with approximately
200,000 small scale farmers is particularly
irksome. The 5 million Kenyans indirectly
supported by the sugar industry is actually
a myth – structural unemployment!
Because of inefficiency and looting,
the sugar factories rarely make a profit.
Every year, one Sugar Company or
another files annual losses in billions,
while the directors returns amounts to
billions! What a dichotomy!
The myth of a trickle down to 5
million Kenyans indirectly employed is
actually financed from the endless annual
government subsidies and investments
from proceeds of economic crime.

At Sh95/kg sugar production cost in Kenya
is approximately 3 times that from other
African countries (Shs35/Kg)
Imagine in some parts of this country,
farmers literary pour glut milk when KCC
cannot take it anymore. In Nyandarua
and Laikipia a bag of potatoes sells at
KES 200 same as a plate of chips. Excess
cabbages are fed to the cows! Why not
price control there too? Discrimination
would be against the constitution.
The consumer society - 48 million
Kenyans - is the greatest victim. Why
JAN - MAR 2019
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cannot they buy sugar from Sudan or
Brazil at KES 50/Kg instead of KES 130/
Kg from an inefficient local industry?
With an average consumption of 2Kg/
person @ month, and possibly 75% of the
Kenyan population taking sugar, the price
premium of KES 80/Kg leads to a sheer
waste of KES 64.8billion. Do the maths!
And we are told local sugar industry saves
the country 45bn in foreign exchange!
Sasa hiyo ni mahesabu gani bwana?
Other farmers countrywide (Coffee,
tea, dairy, etc) do not equally benefit. The
pastoralist with their dying cows during
drought season is a case in point. Those
fellows have at times sold a cow @ KES
1,000/=
I would urge the government to
directly give Sugar farmers the loot and
allow the consumers to buy sugar from a
vendor of their choice while allowing the
most efficient market to proliferate.
Can we borrow – Once upon a
time, air fares in USA were subjected to
minimum prices making flying “absurdly
expensive” to the point that in 1965, more
than 80% of Americans had never flown
on a jet.
Some of the reasons for price control
might have been to protect that industry.
Years later, airfares were deregulated,
on the grounds that flying is not a
necessity (like food or prescription drugs),
and nor was it addictive (like alcohol).
Additional reasons for de-regulation
was that increased competition would
lead to a drop in airfare prices. Was this
successive? 35 years later, an air ticket had
dropped from KES 148,000 to 28,000.
The prices were actually 119% higher.
Although sugar may be food but it
it’s not a necessity in life. Many Kenyans
drink sugarless tea because they cannot
afford it. But were prices of sugar to drop
by such a margin, the average age of those
with lifestyle diseases would come down!
But I digress. The politics of sugar
should be the subject of another paper.

MAIN FEATURE

3.

4.

5.

6.

Why we should de-regulate fees in
construction industry
1.
2.
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Price controls are supposed to be for
intervention during emergencies. The
fees regulation has been permanent.
Not only have controls failed in
rationing the available consultancy
services, but they have also resulted
in extreme cost overloads. To every
estimate, one must add about 15%
for professional fees. This could be
as high as 20% because many new
specialists or services that have
come on board – Topo/geotechnical
surveys, interior/landscape designs,
NEMA, construction managers,
JAN - MAR 2019

7.

8.
9.

Clerks of Works, approvals, etc.
To all that, add 16% VAT. And our
president is talking about affordable
housing!
One fails to understand what purpose
is served by controlled fees and who
they are protecting – ‘Wanjiku’ or the
consultant?
The statutory fees are a total distortion
of what it really costs to design and
document. The correct cost must be
reflected in salaries and wages paid to
get the same service.
As a floor price, statutory fees have
no effect as those in practice charge
whatever they want in breach of the
acts while loudly keeping others out
with codes of practice and ethics.
They just don’t go shouting about it.
Market penetration for new firms has
proved quite tough. The number of
unemployed consultants is therefore
quite large. So many unemployed
graduates against a background of
astronomical fees for public service?
Are we not denying “Wanjiku”
her entitlement so as to reward
meritocracy?
Outside the registered firms are
many other competent and registered
professionals. There are literary
thousands leaving public service at
55-60 years; their counterparts in the
private sector are way past 70 years.
This body of professionals rarely
come into play in spite of the severe
shortage of consultants.
The attempt to promote the SME
contractors and disadvantaged groups
would be greatly enhanced by bring
these professionals on board. We had

10.

11.

12.

13.

National Construction Authority
which offered consultancy services
to contractors at Public service wage
rates. Why not try to set up such a
bank of consultants in every county
where contractors and the public at
large can consult – the equivalent of
a county public works or something.
The rapid expansion of university
education has admitted many players
who are now jobless. Its time laissez
faire re-allocated resources.
Listening to arguments in support
of statutory controls over the years,
the most consistent is just a cock and
bull story - control of quality. Quality
is equally critical in farm produce.
No one wants vegetables raced with
pesticides or irrigated with sewer
water. Statutory controls here is
done by making it criminal. Marks of
quality such as KEBS or ‘Organically
grown” are used.
The fat fees makes a mockery of
salaries and wages payable. Some of
the staff are equally competent and
registered to practice. They may even
hold a professional indemnity cover.
How can one justify a salary of 100k
against a fee note of hundreds of
millions? Their emoluments should
equally be based on percentage fees
charged.
Consulting firms often sublet work
to registered architects Qs and
Engineers. How does the law control
the fees payable here? If they can
charge at a scale other than CAP 525,
why could the lone ranger take the
same fees direct from the developer
without breaching the law.
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

14. Cap 525 and MoW scale of charges
are
generally
discriminatory.
They are applied against Public
entities and highly structured and/
or institutionalized corporations.
Where banking finance is involved,
every professional will use statutory
scales to charge fees. Not so if the
developer is not forced to consult by
the financier.
15. Practically every private firm
negotiates fees. None of the many
so-called “cities within cities”, “gated
communities” and such other projects
are paying full fees. If you doubt it,
check the KRA returns and issued
invoices to such clients.
16. No bidder in the construction
industry pays for tendering as per
scale. Is this not a breach?
17. Outside established firms, all those
registered professionals often charge
miserable fees.
18. The statutory scale has made it
impossible for the larger population
to use consultancy services. Schools
and SME companies dare not visit
a consulting firm. No contractor/
tenderer will agree to pay his estimator
as per the law. The implication –
many unapproved developments all
over the country. Between “Wanjiku”
and construction financing lies huge
valley – Consultants, consultants,
consultants! Even the recently
mooted regularization un-approved
buildings must pass through this
animal! If the developers must pay
the 15% fees +VAT, sums which were
the initial reason they failed to apply
for approval, regularization will still
be an issue - unless we liberalize the
fees.
As we conclude, I revisit the genesis
of “price fixing” from a perspective in the
Republic of South Africa. In a policy
document that created the regulatory
structure for the built environment, it
was agreed that professional regulation
should:• be consistent with the competition
policy of the country
• Promote an environment in which
competition is stimulated and should
not unnecessarily interfere with the
commercial aspects of professional
practice.
Further, the report stated that
GUIDELINES on appropriate fees for
professional services be available to assist
both parties when drawing up agreements
because professional services as a form of
business, will, for a considerable time in
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

“County Governments should set up consultancy
banks where all local professionals shall operate
within a structured organization.“
future, be more sophisticated than many
client bodies.
The report also observed that
competition between registered persons
is healthy except when this leads to fees
cutting to the extent that the level of
service, which can be provided, is impaired.
We must take cognizance of the
following facts –
• Many statutes on liability for tort and
negligence exist to address impaired
services.
• The recommendations clearly stated
that what should be given is only
‘access to authoritative guidelines for
the determination of fees which can
be used as a basis for negotiations
between clients and service providers’
• Emergence of a liaison discipline
(Project managers) who help the
developer understand, administrate
and manage built environment
consultants,
• The many un-employed professionals
who can liaise between the client and
the professionals.
• Many institutions now have in-house
‘technicos’ of one kind or another
to manage procurement of building
works. These people understand the
law and construction well.
In view of the foregoing, the reasons
that informed regulation must have
been a misunderstanding. It is very
unfortunate that rather than PUBLISH
FEE GUIDELIES, we opted to legislate
minimum fees and made it criminal to
charge less.

In conclusion,
1.
2.

Statutory fees should be abolished as
they are not fair and serve no practical
purpose.
As the scripture says, my people suffer
for lack of knowledge. Equally, the
counties and the SME contractors
suffer for lack of technical capacity
while there is so much potential just
lying around. County Governments
should set up consultancy banks where
all local professionals shall operate
within a structured organization.
The consumers could pay for services
rendered at rates fixed by the county.
Documents would be issued in the
name of such organizations. Fresh
graduates could also find space to
practice there. Kenya had such a

3.

facility once – NCA!
Such service banks may cover every
profession. Clinicians could be given
space within hospital compounds –
something akin to medical plaza. This
would greatly weaken labour unrests.

May I end as I began by paraphrasing
P M Njoroge, a Commissioner with the
Monopolies and Prices Commission?
“Whereas political vibrancy assures
political democracy, robust competition
assures economic democracy. Competition
is the best general process for optimizing
efficiency and equity. Efficient producers can
undersell others, who must cut costs or be
weeded out. The fittest survive. Competition
also forces sellers to advertise their wares
informatively. Competition fosters progress,
by giving a free run to new blood and new
ideas. It rewards the innovator and compels
the others to imitate rapidly”.
Hi, should I let you know what the
“Monopolies and Prices Commission” is
waiting for before liberalizing fees? Check
the next issue!
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2018 CONSTRUCTION ROUND UP
By Lynda Caroline

T

aking a walk down memory is not
one of my favourite things to do
since it usually opens up a can of
worms. Well, I believe that, in 2018, the
construction sector within the country
didn’t expect what came its way - and
neither did we - but we took it all in, one
event after another. If we were to spin the
wheel of 2018 within our industry, the
needle would land on one of many sectors.
And if each sector were to open up, we
would either find a goodie bag or open a
Pandora’s Box.
To start us off we had one goodie
bag. Let’s use the microphone that the
President H.E. Uhuru Kenyatta left on
the podium when he announced what
is referred to as the ‘Big 4 Agenda’. This
microphone has had many voice overs
since then with every speaker echoing,
“Ahoy, The health Sector! Ahoy, the
Manufacturing Industry! Ahoy, Food
Security! And lastly, Ahoy, Affordable
Housing!” Everyone claps after that.
The warmth we felt when he mentioned
affordable housing. That touched base.
We rubbed our palms together and knew,
as quantity surveyors, we were back in
business. I mean. The pie is big enough 1,000,000 housing units - everyone gets
a share!!! All factors held constant, most
22
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of us thought the project would take off
the following day. We were high on being
top of the list with Mr. President that we
forgot the ball and chain that lay ahead
of us: locating idle land, setting up land
banks and funding have been the major
impediment. But we are still hopeful
that the jet bearing a flag with the slogan
‘affordable housing and a symbol of a key
drawn next to it’ will fly over our skies on
Madaraka Day. Because- turn key projects.
The next sector that we would land
on is infrastructure. Looking into Kenya’s
side mirror, our roads did not have much
to write home about. They were foolscap
thin, not-so-tarmac roads, with neither
markings nor road furniture. Kenyan
roads were inspiration to many lyricists on
bumpy rides. But that has since changed.
My favourite road is the Nakuru - Kisii
road. It is an out of Kenya Kenyan road.
This is a green road. It strategically
meanders through The Mau Forest,

“Looking through
Kenya’s driving mirror,
an expressway is in
sight.”

Kericho Tea Zone and the undulating
Kisii Highlands. This road is well marked,
curves at the right places, is blade clean
with no potholes, and has the most
relaxing speed humps. Looking through
Kenya’s driving mirror, an expressway is
in sight. An expressway - In KENYA.
An expressway is a highway dedicated to
high-speed traffic, usually having few (if
any) intersections, with limited points of
access or exit, that connects 2 major cities.
The President, in August, visited
President Donald Trump and signed
an agreement that saw Bechtel, a global
leader in engineering, procurement and
construction, awarded the contract to
construct the first high-speed expressway
back home. The expressway will be 473
KM long, connecting Mombasa to
Nairobi. According to Bechtel.com, “the
expressway will serve as a central part of
Kenya’s national transport system, helping
to promote trade and development
in Kenya and further into landlocked
Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi. This
project will complement the new Standard
Gauge Railway (SGR) to transform
the 280-mile (450-kilometer) NairobiMombasa corridor into a vibrant and
continuous economic zone.” For Kenyans
that are thrilled by speed, this road will be
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

a perfect road to stretch the speedometer
to the far right.
One of the other sectors on our
construction wheel is Construction
Events. This year saw 3 major events being
held with both local and international
exhibitors pitching their tents at KICC.
Kenyatta
International
Convention
Centre (KICC) is a State Corporation
established under the Tourism Act 2011
whose objective and purpose is to promote
the business of Meetings, Incentives
travel, Conferences and Exhibitions also
known as MICE. KICC is the largest
Convention centre in Eastern Africa. The
major construction events that took place
were:
i. Build Expo Africa. This event was
and is usually held in July. This is the
only event in Africa that exhibitors
who are the finest in infrastructure
development showcase the widest
range of the latest technology in
building material, mining machines,
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

construction machinery and heavy
equipment.
ii. Kenya Homes Expo. This is East &
Central Africa’s biggest home show
that took place in October. This event
converges real estate stakeholders
with potential and existing home
owners under one roof to explore
real estate deals, gain insights and
pursue worthy investments. The latest
technology in construction materials
and methods are also showcased in
this event.
iii. ICoRCE
(International
Construction Research Conference
and Exhibition). This is a conference
availed to the industry for discussing
construction research findings as well
as showcasing innovations with a
view to foster growth and maximum
contribution of the construction
industry to the economy. The event
is run by the National Construction
Authority (NCA).

Currently, construction of Phase
2A of the SGR is at an advanced stage.
The terminus to this phase is at Malaba.
Unfortunately, the SGR committee has
hit a grid lock with Uganda. The SGR
will not pass through Uganda as was in
the original blue print since President
Yoweri Museveni failed to ink a deal on
funding of the standard gauge railway on
his last trip to China in September. The
consequence to that, only Ugandans will
live to tell. But as for Kenyans, trips to
Mombasa have become 2 hours shorter.
The year has not been all rosy as
the prevailing paragraphs indicate. The
thorn in this stem has pushed the design
team back to the drawing board with
government casting a judgemental eye
on the upcoming high-rise buildings. The
country has bled as a result of buildings
collapsing in densely populated residential
areas. In addition to collapse of high-rise
buildings, in May, Solai Dam, a privately
owned embankment dam burst in the
wee hours of the night and killed over
40 people and displaced families. The
cause of the catastrophic failure is yet
to be established but it is alleged that
the dam was stretched beyond capacity.
A dam is built to control water through
placement of a blockage of earth, rock
and/or concrete across a stream or river.
Walls that had been dug around the dam
had weakened over time and could no
longer support the dam’s capacity to hold
any additional water that came with rains.
This led to the eventual collapse of the
dam’s embankments.
The events that followed within the
country after the Solai Dam incidence
made most developers shy off the real
estate venture. The President, in August,
asked responsible state agencies to
prosecute all government officials found
culpable for allocating riparian and public
utility land to private developers. At the
same time, President Kenyatta supported
the demolition of structures illegally
erected on riparian and public utility
land. This saw the demolition of massive
and capital-intensive structures that had
been constructed on ‘riparian land’. Future
home owners and investors became wary
of engaging in real estate development lest
their money went to the ground through a
bulldozer, also known as Sany to Wanjiku.
Construction 2018 has endured and
enjoyed what was in store for it. As we
close the 2018 construction book, the
Village and I hope for an eventful 2019
ahead, with more highs and less lows
The writer is a Graduate Quantity Surveyor
working in Nairobi.
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PART THREE

Precautions in PT implementation

BEYOND REINFORCED CONCRETE:
SUPERIOR STRUCTURES WITH
POST-TENSIONED CONCRETE

Due to the intricacies of the installation of
post tensioned slabs, various precautions
are required.

By Roderick Obeja

Figure 1: PT cables laid for a slab-on ground with expansible soils at a project in Nanyuki, Kenya. These
are laid typically straight without drape. Inspections should ensure that they remain straight. Photo
credit: Questworks Ltd, Kenya

W

elcome to the last in a three
part trilogy on post tensioned
concrete. Here we look at Post
Tensioned (PT) concrete in practice. At
our company, we have been in the process
of design-and build for post tensioning for
several years, with many completed and
on-going post tensioned projects. Here I
write primarily based on experiences from
designing and implementation of post
tensioned slabs and beams. I hope with
this last write-up on post tensioning, a
glimpse can be obtained into some aspects
of implementation of PT to encourage
more involvement with this structural
technology.
As in all things, everything is related.
PT being specialist, it becomes even
more necessary that implementation is
undertaken rigorously and seriously. It is
clear that sometimes, a bad or poor design
or detail from the structural engineer will
be the cause of poor implementation and
looming disaster ahead. Once all details

are clear and correct from the structural
engineer of record, it is incumbent upon
the contractor to implement well this
design. Inspections must be rigorous
and placement should be as per design
drawings.
It is necessary that an understanding
of PT principles precedes installations.
A good structural solution should
detail all requirements and make due
specifications for a good implementation
to be undertaken. Nevertheless, the art
of construction needs to understand how
to implement PT well. It is not enough
to design well for PT, it is necessary that
installation is undertaken well. Often
strucrual failure could occur due to
incorrect implementation.
Implementation of post tensioned
concrete encompasses varied quality
control stages. Here in East Africa, no
certification is in force to control PT
practice at the moment, but approving
authorities must clear post tensioned

“More PT steel than is required is always a recipe
for disaster. Incorrect placement of PT strands,
and associated geometries is always a recipe for
disaster too.”
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designs prior to implementation.
Certification is mandatory in many
countries in the world, to help protect the
public from inadequacies in the process of
PT use.
Care must be taken to procurement
quality
materials,
and
maintain
specified material strengths throughout
the implementation. Unlike its RC
counterpart were more steel than required
can be provided and certainly have the
structural integrity lean to the safe side,
PT requires a correct determination of
number of tendons and number of strands
per tendon, and no more than required
should be provided. More PT steel than
is required is always a recipe for disaster.
Incorrect placement of PT strands, and
associated geometries is always a recipe for
disaster too. Being aware of these issues
requires specialised crews to implement,
and an engineer be responsible for the
entire process.

Procurement

No steel manufacturer in East Africa
produces high yield strength strands for
post tensioning. All this often will need
to be imported. It is incumbent upon the
procuring firm to obtain good quality
PT strands and associated accessories
like anchor plates, wedges, and hydraulic
stressing jacks need to all be of good
quality. These will constantly be under
a pre-compressive force and need to
withstand this force throughout the life of
the project, with no possibility of failure,
since everything depends on the integrity
of the stressed strands throughout the life
of the structure.

Figure 2: Laying of unbonded PT strands at a recent project in Nairobi. Photo credit: Questworks Ltd,
Kenya

geometries or dimensions. Inspections
during installations and concrete pouring,
and stressing of PT strands need to be
carefully and meticulously carried out.
Creating of voids in PT slabs at a later
stage is possible, but needs to be done with
a good structural design and investigation.
In the event of change of use requiring
creation of voids in the structural slab
due to change of use, a careful review of
this including a redesign to allow for this
change of use must be undertake prior to
creating the void in slab and subsequent
termination of PT strands. Failure to
carefully undertake this could lead to
structural failure. An understanding of the
previous structural design and placement
of PT and reinforcing steel must be
undertaken for a complete solution to

such cases.

Stressing

Depending on the stressing cycle
determined by the structural design with
an understanding of required minimum
concrete strength (guided by the mix
design of the concrete) before stressing,
and after making all required provisions
at anchors and completing placement of
required ordinary steel bars, including
punching shear reinforcement bars (if
required, say for flat slabs), the strands can
proceed to be stressed. Stressing should
be managed by an appointed person who
understands the PT process. Stressing
beyond the yield strength of the strands is
not unacceptable.

Installation

Construction of post tensioned slabs,
beams is similar to using reinforcing
steel, except for the stressing stage. PT
cables are arranged as designed, often
draped with specific profiles indicated in
the design drawings, chaired to maintain
the indicated profile. Throughout the
construction stage, care must be taken
not to distort the profile of the PT cables
either due to vibration, or movements
during construction. The cables must be
secured in place to avoid distorting profiles,
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

Figure 3: Stressing end at edge of slab anchors to provide for safe introduction of post tension forces
into the concrete at a recent project in Nairobi. Photo credit: Questworks Ltd, Kenya
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG

a) Competent appointed PT installers
b) Since stressing can be a health and
safety hazard, necessary precautions
must be included during stressing.
Incorrect anchorages at slab edges,
or wherever anchorages are required
could lead to pull-out of PT strands
during stressing which will affect the
integrity of the structural form
c) Handling of all PT cables must
be done with care and storage
instructions from manufactures
adhered to enable durability and
integrity
d) All durability, fire safety and cover
requirements to PT steel must
be realised in practice to ensure
durability of the structure.
e) All stressing equipment must be
calibrated and checked prior to
stressing to prevent incorrect stressing
f ) Congestion at column interactions
must be avoided, and correct flaring
of PT cables must be implemented as
per design instructions and minimum
radii of flaring of the PT cables.
Precision is indispensable, otherwise
localised stress concentrations will
develop and possible begin to affect
the structural integrity and lead to
failure
g) Service ducts and paths should not
interfere with geometry of the PT
cables or drapes.
As a parting shot, it is indispensable
that PT is well understand by both
designers and contractors, otherwise from
the intricacies involved in PT in practice
structural safety could become an issue. It
is hoped that with this series on PT, we
can have more projects built using PT
and hence have regulatory authorities,
the public and developers reap from
the evident benefits from using PT in
construction. As warning, post tensioning
is specialist and if either the designer
or the implementer do not understand
this technology to the point of expert
knowledge, they should keep their hands
off this technology to avoid trouble
Roderick Obeja is a civil engineering graduate
member of the Uganda Institution of Professional
Engineers. He works with Questworks Limited,
www.questworks.co.ke, an Engineering,
Procurement and Construction firm focused on
turn-key delivery of real estate and renewable energy
projects. Questworks is engaged in the design and
construction of post tensioned concrete structures.
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BREXIT & THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY

CLIENT PREFERENCES SHAPE
ARCHITECTURE IN KENYA
By Sheila Muthoni

By Immaculate Nabuggwawo

Prism Towers

Sifa Towers

R

ecently, I have noticed quite a
number of glass buildings coming
up in Kenya. Do glass buildings
perform in the tropics?
As an intern, many are the times I’ve
seen when clients have walked in and said
they wanted a building similar to that
which they saw in Dubai or Australia.
Most of the time fully glazed and does not
fit into the local context.
Modern movement has seen the
replication of the glass box architecture
in almost every part of the world. Clients
assume that these buildings can fit
anywhere.
As designers, we may argue that
glass buildings reflect the architecture
of our time and can be used to enhance
corporate image. Clients may share the
same opinion and may want buildings
that stand out but, the truth is, these
buildings lead to high running costs and
alarming carbon footprints which lead to
global warming.
We may ask: is it more expensive to
build a sustainable building as compared
to a fully glazed building?
The construction of sustainable
26
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The Mihrab

buildings is perceived to be more expensive
by clients because of the addition of, for
example, sun shading devices which is not
necessarily the case.
In my opinion, fully glazed buildings
incur more operating costs in the long
run with the constant use of mechanical
ventilation. Most glass buildings require
air conditioning to cool the building
leading to extra running costs, emission
of pollutants that cause climate change
and poor health conditions for the
inhabitants of these buildings. Research
has proven that employees who work in
glass buildings which are mechanically
ventilated take more sick days than those
in naturally ventilated buildings, hence
less productivity.
You may argue that double glazing,
solar glass and sun-shading will solve the
problem, but sometimes it is just an extra
cost on the client’s budget and may not
deliver their promised results.
However, it is possible to strike a
balance between glass and other materials
to create a building that is suitable for
the tropics and still maintain a corporate
image. An example of such a building is

the Mihrab located on Lenana road in
Kilimani area.
There is use of sun shading devices
to block sunlight from directly entering
the rooms, creating a comfortable
environment for the inhabitants.
Ideally, all glazed surfaces should be
protected and away from the unforgiving
east and mostly western sun of the tropics.
It is our duty as designers to give advice
to the client and make them aware of the
cost implications that come with glass
buildings that would have otherwise been
curbed by the construction of a building
that fits within its physical context and
environment and responds to the climatic
conditions of the tropics.
It is promising that as days progress,
developers are starting to see the benefits
of having green/sustainable buildings.
Green buildings are also seen to
enhance corporate image.
But as they say “THE CLIENT IS
ALWAYS RIGHT”
The writer is a fifth year Bachelor of Architecture
student at the University of Nairobi
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The image above as per RICS web page summarises the biggest risks and priority outcomes required from the negotiations

D

ue to the ongoing political
uncertainty in the UK as a result of
Brexit, several construction sectors
such as residential and commercial have
had a great fall in the UK.
Max Jones, a relationship director
in Lloyds Bank’s commercial banking
infrastructure and construction team, said
London’s construction sector was suffering
the most from the Brexit uncertainty.
What does Brexit mean for the
construction industry?

1. Import and export of
construction materials

Membership in the EU allowed for
free movement of goods within EU
eliminating several restrictions and taxes.
A 2010 study by the Department for
Business Skills and Innovation estimated
that 64% of building materials were
imported from the EU.
The same report estimated that 63%
of building materials were exported to the
EU. After Brexit, importers and exporters
may face duties or limits on quantities,
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which could potentially lead to a shortage
of construction materials or an increase in
costs.

2. Funding for Infrastructure
projects

As a member of the EU, the UK has
access to the European Investment Bank
(EIB) and the European Investment Fund
(EIF).
These institutions have invested over
€7 billion in major infrastructure projects.
In addition to the above, according to
the UK’s Infrastructure and Projects
Authority, the UK has been the second
largest recipient of funding from the EU’s
European Fund for Strategic Investment
(EFSI) - which aims to provide EUR 315
billion for investment projects across the
continent supporting several projects
Losing such revenue streams could
have a significant impact on the delivery
of big infrastructure projects

3. Labour

in movement of labour force which is
essential for the construction industry.
Renegotiated treaties following such a
decision, may well take years, may well
require drawn out negotiations, and may
result in much less ease of access to labour
causing a labour gap in the construction
industry.

4. Red tape

There is a possibility that Brexit will lead
to re-instatement of red tape during
trading agreements between the UK and
EU. This will lead to delays in decision
making thus slowing down the growth
of the economy. However, it is important
to note that Brexit will not result in the
breaking of all ties between the UK and
EU.
The article was first published in the
ISU Journal, a publication of the Institute
of Surveyors of Uganda
The writer is a Quantity Surveyor with Turner &
Townsend Ltd., Uganda

Brexit could easily result into restriction
JAN - MAR 2019
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PICTORIAL

GUEST ETIQUETTE: A GUIDE FOR
HOLIDAY GUESTS

THE IQSK TECH TALK THEMED “HOW TO DRAFT A CONTRACT AGREEMENT”
BY PROF. INDRAWANSA SAMARATUNGA DSC HELD ON 27TH NOVEMBER, 2018.

By Mildred Mugambi

G

ood guest manners start the minute
you receive an invitation. Your first
obligation is to respond promptly.
This is basic courtesy and will be truly
appreciated by your host(s).
The holiday season is approaching once
more with Easter just around the corner,
and as some will be travelling it’s not
always that you will put up at a hotel. This
time round you may be visiting someone’s
house, such as a relative or friend. Part
of being a guest is demonstrating a high
level of decorum. While the host’s most
important duty is making his guest feel at
home, the guest is to adopt to the host’s
home culture and schedule.
The following are some ways to ensure
your visit is pleasant to both you and the
host(s) and portray you as a gracious guest
worth inviting again.

Invitation

It is polite to notify your host of your
intention to visit their home to allow
them to make appropriate preparations
in advance. Also let them know your
intended duration of stay and if you
plan to come with other people such as a
spouse, relative, friend or children.

offering to run some errands is a kind
gesture such as shopping for groceries and
dropping or picking the children from
school.

may put it across in either written form
such as a thank you card/note or simply
express it verbally to your host at the end
of your stay/visit.

Proper Communication

Dressing

Whenever you visit someone’s home it
is courteous to bring something for the
host(s). It does not however need to be
something elaborate. Carry a gift that tells
your host you appreciate them for inviting
you. Being Africa it is an expected norm
that is upheld highly.

As a guest it is important to be in good
relations with your host. If there are any
concerns or special requests you may
require during your stay such as dietary
considerations it is essential to articulate
this early enough to allow your guest to
cater for such. Remain courteous and
friendly at all times during your stay and
avoid conflict at all times.

Personal Items

Privacy

Gifts

You should at all times carry your own
personal effects such as towels, slippers,
toiletries, clothing and others to avoid
inconveniencing your host by asking
for these. Sharing such items is highly
discouraged and may portray you in
bad light as being unprepared or over
dependent.

Helping Out

Being at someone’s home is different
from a hotel room as a guest, therefore try
and help your host in doing a few house
chores such as doing the dishes, setting
the table or cleaning the room you occupy.
“Do not be a burden and contribute to the
household-make yourself useful”. Also
28
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It is expected that you do not disturb your
host at any given time with your presence.
Know your boundaries and keep to the
guidelines in that house, this will mean
sticking within the required bedtimes and
mealtimes. Do not use things without
seeking permission first as this may cause
unnecessary friction between your host
and yourself ? Also stay off the master
bedroom even when helping out in house
chores

Appreciation

As in most scenarios when a kind gesture
is extended to you, as the guest you
should express gratitude to your host for
accommodating you in their home. You

During your stay it’s imperative that you
do not make your host(s) uncomfortable
by what you dress in. As much as you are
relaxed, do not hang around in pajamas/
skimpy clothes. Keep it casual and descent
and remember how you dress says a lot
about you.

Golden Rules for house guests:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be complimentary - about the food,
decor, garden or company. Just be
gracious and sincere and not gush.
Be adaptable - be ready for anything
or for nothing.
Show that you are enjoying yourself Engage and be sociable.
Offer to pitch in for groceries, if you
are staying more than three nights.
Make your bed and clean up after
yourself.
Make your visit short and sweet, not
prolonged.
Double check to ensure that you have
all your belongings before you leave

The writer is a communications, etiquette and image
consultant and can be reached on: mildredmugambi@
gmail.com
WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG
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TREE PLANTING AT THE NYALI SCHOOL, MOMBASA ON WEDNESDAY, 24TH OCTOBER, 2018.

THE IQSK ANNUAL SUMMIT THEMED “AFFORDABLE HOUSING AGENDADECODING & INTERPRETATION” HELD AT SAROVA WHITESANDS,
MOMBASA ON THURSDAY 25TH AND FRIDAY, 26TH OCTOBER 2018.
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END YEAR GALA DINNER HELD ON 30TH NOVEMBER,
2018 AT RADDISON BLU HOTEL, NAIROBI.
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A COURTESY VISIT BY SOME OF THE IQSK EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEMBERS TO SHEFFIELD INDUSTRIES ON 28TH JANUARY, 2019
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JOINT STUDENTS’ CAREER TALK THEMED “TAKING OFF INTO THE WORLD OF
QUANTITY SURVEYING” HELD ON 13TH MARCH 2019 AT THE UON TOWERS.
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THE ONE DAY CPD SEMINAR THEMED “ THE BLOCK CHAIN REVOLUTION IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY” HELD ON 14TH MARCH 2019 AT INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL.
The main speakers were Fernando Ortega ( Head of Arbitration and Enforcement at Bin Nakhira and partners Dubai.)
and Christopher Fernandez (Chief Executive Officer- Block Gemini Technologies Dubai)
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THE TWO DAYS CONTRACTORS’ EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM THEMED “COMBATING
CORRUPTION IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY” HELD ON 4TH AND 5TH APRIL, 2019
AT THE SAROVA PANAFRIC HOTEL, NAIROBI.
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CONTRACTORS’ AVERAGE ALL-IN RATES
AND COSTS PER SQUARE METRE

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

NAIROBI
AREA
Kshs.

COASTAL
AREA
Kshs.

WESTERN
AREA
Kshs.

FORMWORK

MARCH 2019

Sawn formwork to:-

1.

Sides of foundations / Columns & beams

SM

540

550

585

Sides of ditto curved on plan to various radii

SM

550

590

600

Sides of foundations / Columns & beams

SM

600

620

600

Sides of ditto curved on plan to various radii

SM

800

800

800

Curved sides of columns and beams to various radii

SM

800

820

800

8 mm Diameter

KG

153

155

165

10 mm Ditto

KG

153

155

165

12 mm Ditto

KG

155

148

158

B.R.C mesh type A142

SM

385

320

360

Ditto A65

SM

360

300

350

100 mm Thick

SM

1,483

1,700

1,900

150 mm Ditto

SM

1,583

1,800

2,000

100 mm Thick

SM

1,933

1,950

2,250

150 mm Ditto

SM

2,083

2,050

2,550

Raking Cutting

LM

100

130

150

Fair Curved cutting

LM

140

210

230

100 mm Thick

SM

1,525

1,800

1,850

150 mm Ditto

SM

1,833

2,050

2,100

100 mm Thick

SM

1,530

1,700

1,700

150 mm Ditto

SM

1,550

1,800

1,800

100 mm Bricks Partition(walling)

SM

1,125

1,500

1,300

150 mm Ditto

SM

1,300

1,600

1,500

200 mm Ditto

SM

1,650

1,700

1,700

50mm Stramit plain board

SM

2,400

3,600

2,900

Ditto but covered with vinyl clothing

SM

2,500

3,700

3,000

100 mm Felt DPC

LM

95

160

150

150 mm Ditto

LM

130

220

200

2.
3.
4.
5.

The prices hereinunder are the average prices in the cosmopolitan cities of Nairobi, Mombasa and Kisumu and should be adjusted
with reference to the specific site conditions.
Prices in remote areas of Kenya are generally higher. 				
The general prices are based on rates obtained from a survey carried out using tendered rates from select quantity surveying firms
and construction companies.
A developer should consult a Quantity Surveyor for applicable rates in estimating for a particular project due to various site
conditions that influence construction rates.
While reasonable care has been taken to ensure the information published in herein is accurate and current, the Institute of
Quantity Surveyors of Kenya, its Council and the Publisher accept no responsibility for the completeness, accuracy or reliability
of the data. The Institute of Quantity Surveyors of Kenya, its Council and the Publisher also accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, claim, expense, cost or liability whatsoever arising in respect of, or in connection with, using or reliance upon the data in
this journal.
MARCH 2019 (VAT INCLUSIVE)

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

NAIROBI
AREA
Kshs.

COASTAL
AREA
Kshs.

WESTERN
AREA
Kshs.

EARTHWORKS
Site clearance

SM

75

75

60

Excavate over site (150 mm deep)

SM

100

100

80

Bulk excavations (manual)

CM

300

230

250

Fillings
50 mm sand filling (blinding)

SM

115

120

130

50 mm quarry dust blinding to hardcore

SM

100

120

150

Hardcore filling under floor slabs

CM

1,700

1,400

1,400

CONCRETE (IN-SITU)
Mass concrete (Foundations & external works)
Concrete 1:4:8 (Class x )

CM

8,350

8,335

8,750

100mm thick surface bed ditto

SM

1,043

1,050

1,050

Concrete 1:2:4 (class 20/20)

CM

12,800

13,500

13,500

Concrete 1:1:2 (class 30/20)

CM

16,250

18,000

18,000

Vibrated Reinforced concrete (Substructure & Superstructures)

HOLLOW POTS
Clay hollow pots in suspended slabs
300 x 250 x 125 mm thick clay blocks

SM

3,325

3,300

3,300

200 mm Thick ditto

SM

2,600

2,700

2,700

Concrete hollow pots in suspended slabs (Ribs 125 mm)
375 x 225 x 150 mm Thick concrete blocks

SM

3,617

3,600

3,600

300 mm Thick ditto

SM

3,550

3,800

3,800

12 mm Flexcell expansion

SM

640

500

500

25 x 25 mm sealer

LM

300

EXPANSION JOINT

Expansion strips
100 mm wide

LM

300

50 mm wide

LM

200

JAN - MAR 2019

REINFORCEMENT
Mild Steel reinforcement - square twisted high tensile bars

Fabric mesh reinforcement type A to B.S.1483 (Roll sizes 48 x 2.4 M)

WALLING

Excavations

40

Marine ply formwork to :-

Natural quarry stone walling
Juja (“Ndarugu”) machine dressed stone walling

Njiru or Nairobi Blue “special” stone walling

E.O. 225 mm Natural Stone Walling for:

Concrete Blocks
Solid concrete block walling

Hollow concrete block walling

Brickwork

Partitions

300

300

WATERPROOFING

300

300

200

200

3 ply Hessian based bituminous damp proof course :-

WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG
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DESCRIPTION

UNIT

NAIROBI
AREA
Kshs.

COASTAL
AREA
Kshs.

WESTERN
AREA
Kshs.

500 gauge white sheet

SM

258

115

100

1000 gauge black sheet

SM

430

130

110

Polythene sheet damp proofing

Basement waterproofing

SM

2,000

2,300

2,200

20 mm Thick mastic asphalt tanking to walls

SM

2,500

3,000

2,500

Concrete Protection and Waterproofing
Integral capillary system water proofing to concrete surfaces (1Kg per SM)

SM

1,251

1,400

1,165

Ditto to masonry

SM

1,251

1,400

1,165

SM

2,300

2,500

2,400

Mega Add WL3 capillary waterproofing admixture

SM

2,300

-

-

Penetron Admix

SM

2,100

-

-

Vandex Waterproofing
Admixtures

Waterproofing to roofs
APP waterproofing

SM

1,250

-

-

ROOF COVERINGS
Double roman low pitch over 22.50 (red color) tiles

SM

1,891

1,858

2,050

Ridge tile to match

LM

417

434

450

Clay roofing tiles including timber battens
Ridge tile to match

LM

488

467

510

Interlocking clay tiles size 400 x 250 x 50 mm at 3.1 Kg/Unit

SM

1,827

1,827

1,827

Sheet roofing
Resincot, IT5 gauge 26 roofing tiles

SM

2,265

2,327

2,540

Ditto gauge 24

SM

2,579

2,519

2,930

Standard ridge gauge 26

LM

645

632

600

2 mm double reﬂective foil roof insulation

SM

409

414

450

5 mm double reflective foil roof insulation

SM

494

494

550

Roof Insulation

Pre-painted G. I & Aluzinc Metal Roofing
N.C 11/3” Corrugated sheets and BP760 Boxed profiled sheets (Effective 762 mm wide
24 G

SM

1,498

1,498

1,700

26 G

SM

1,200

1,200

300

Versatile roof sheets, 1020mm overall; 925mm effective width
26 Gauge

SM

2,471

2,496

2,150

28 Gauge

SM

1,706

1,731

1,200

22 Gauge

SM

1,374

1,374

1,700

24 Gauge

SM

1,208

1,208

1,600

SM

502

512

450

Plain sheets - 960mm wide

Mini-currugation - MC 699
Unpaited GI sheet roofing
24 G

SM

1,679

1,679

1,750

26 G

SM

1,311

1,321

1,400
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COASTAL
AREA
Kshs.

WESTERN
AREA
Kshs.

50 mm thick semi-solid cored flush door size 900 x 2000mm with lipping

NO

5,010

5,400

5,600

Ditto mahogany veneered both sides

NO

6,377

6,700

7,450

Flush timber doors

Panelled hardwood doors
50 mm thick mahogany door size 900 x 2000 mm

NO

24,000

23,250

25,500

Ditto mvule door leaf

NO

31,279

26,175

29,175

Ditto podo

NO

19,500

20,000

22,000

25mm T & G facing, 50 x 100 mm framing (stiles & rails ) all round, 25 x 100 mm braces & middle rail

NO

7,025

8,050

8,500

Framed, ledged and braced door size 900 x 2100 (cypress)

NO

7,813

8,200

9,000

Cypress door frames size 100 x 50 mm

LM

700

648

800

Ditto 150 x 50 mm

LM

852

703

760

Hardwood door frames size 100 x 50 mm

LM

1,260

1,593

1,800

100mm pressed steel butt hinges

PR

505

505

561

3- Lever mortice lock

NO

2,820

2,440

3,045

2- Lever mortice lock

NO

1,972

2,244

2,246

Window stay/fastener

NO

420

420

475

Door level handle set

NO

2,420

2,420

2,769

Tower bolt 100 mm long

NO

441

441

492

100 x 75 mm wall plate

LM

705

-

-

100 x 50 mm wall plate

LM

460

-

-

100 x 50 mm rebated wrot mahogany door frame with rounded edges

LM

785

-

-

Ditto 150x50mm

LM

1,165

-

-

6 mm One way tinted & toughened glass

SM

7,433

9,500

10,250

6 mm Thick perplex roofing glass

SM

6,025

6,000

6,600

SM

2,250

2,450

2,550

50 mm thick Wrot cypress match boarded door size 900 x 2100 mm

Door frames

IRONMONGERY

Brassware

CARPENTRY AND JOINERY
Sawn cypress

Hardwood door frames

GLASS & GLAZING TO METAL WITH PUTTY

Scotch paper (tape)
Scotch-tinted sun control film
Clear sheet Glass
3 mm thick glass in panes 0.50 -1.00 M2

SM

785

850

925

4 mm thick ditto

SM

1,083

1,100

1,183

4 mm thick glazing to metal in panes 0.50 - 1.00 M2; Delta Clear

SM

1,493

1,500

1,650

5 mm thick glazing to metal in panes 0.50 - 1.00 M2; Maya Clear

SM

1,836

2,130

2,175

4 mm clear mirror

SM

1,710

1,915

1,950

5 mm polished plate glass mirror

SM

2,550

2,550

2,600

Obscure sheet Glass

Mirrors

875mm x 11/3” Corrugation Sheets (Effective 762 mm wide)
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NAIROBI
AREA
Kshs.

Aluminium

Concrete roofing tiles including timber battens

30 Gauge

UNIT

TIMBER DOORS

Basement and flat roofs waterproofing

Vandex Basement Waterproofing

DESCRIPTION
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DESCRIPTION

UNIT

NAIROBI
AREA
Kshs.

COASTAL
AREA
Kshs.

WESTERN
AREA
Kshs.

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

NAIROBI
AREA
Kshs.

COASTAL
AREA
Kshs.

WESTERN
AREA
Kshs.

19 mm Precast concrete floor tiles (Plain)

SM

1,500

1,500

1,600

300 x 600 x 10 mm Thick granite tiles - Traditional colors

SM

20,000

20,000

21,000

METAL WORK

Floor finishes

Galvanized steel casements

Concrete floor tiles

Windows
600 x 600 mm with one top hang light

NO

2,270

2,160

2,340

600 x 900 mm with one top hang and one fixed light

NO

3,355

3,240

3,510

Granolithic paving
38 mm thick (24mm C & S backing & 15rnm thick grano layer)

SM

2,000

-

-

NO

1,380

1,620

1,900

20 x 100 mm Skirting

LM

200

-

-

Burglarproofing Grilles
600 x 600 mm, Y16 square bars

PAINTING & DECORATION

Aluminum windows and doors
Aluminum sliding windows glazed with 6mm clear glass (2200*210mm)

SM

13,250

Fixed aluminum windows ditto

SM

12,750

Aluminum doors glazed with 6mm clear glass (900*2500mm)

SM

11,970

NO

21,000

9,000

First quality paint

6,900

9,500

3 Coats super gloss oil paint to walls

SM

350

300

300

11,100

12,500

3 Coats polyurethane clear vanish to timber surfaces

SM

375

400

400

12,240

12,780

Kitchen Cabinet Carcass - produced from 16mm or 18mm white particleboard, 3mm white backer & standard furniture fittings (including
installation, excluding counter tops & appliances)

7,000

Heavy duty Bronze & Natural Anodized Aluminum windows frames (Glass & ironmongery M/S)
1500 X1200 mm window with 3 sliding panels

KITCHEN & WARDROBE CABINETS

Ditto with two sliding panels

NO

21,000

12,240

12,780

1500 x 600 mm window with two end top hang and one middle fixed panels

NO

10,500

6,120

6,390

NB three options exist - Heavy: Medium: Light duty & cost ratio of 2.7:1.9: 1.0 respectively

Melamine faced particleboard door frontal with carcass:

Cold rolled structural steel tubes
16 mm dia x 1.5 mm thick (0.54kg/m)

LM

148

230

196

20 mm dia x 115 mm thick (0.75kg/m)

LM

204

260

215

Zed purlins - sold in 6m lengths

-

100 x 50 mm x 2 mm Thick (14 gauge)

LM

848

1,180

900

112.5 x 50 x 2 mm Thick ditto

LM

915

1,250

985

20 x 20 x 3 mm Thick

KG

290

280

320

25 x 25 x 3 mm Thick

KG

290

280

320

4.5 mm Thick

SM

8,510

6,200

6,500

8 mm Thick

SM

15,105

8,200

8,500

Mild steel T-sections

Mild steel plates (8’x 6’)

WALL, CEILING AND FLOOR FINISHES
Plaster and render
12 mm cement and sand render

SM

375

541

412

20 mm washed terrazzo to walls

SM

2,600

2,700

2,675

330 x 250 x 6 mm White glazed wall tiles

SM

1,653

1,600

1,700

600 x 600 x 8 mm Thick colored granito wall tiles

SM

3,524

4,646

4,250

Wall tiles

Ceiling finishes

LM

19,000

20,000

20,000

Base units

LM

23,000

24,000

24,000

Tall units

LM

44,000

46,000

46,000

Wall units

LM

22,000

23,000

23,000

Base units

LM

25,000

26,000

26,000

Tall units

LM

47,000

49,000

49,000

NO

2,810

NO

2,832

Havells distribution board TPN 125A 4 way

NO

13,317

8 Way Ditto

NO

15,550

Havells MCB SP 0.5A Breaking capacity 10KA

NO

585

1-4A Ditto

NO

535

NO

1,520

Havells MCB TP 6,1O,16,20,32A Breaking capacity 10KA

NO

2,163

40 & 50A Ditto

NO

2,847

Havells MCCB 3P GN Frame 63 &100A Breaking capacity 16KA

NO

12,900

125A Ditto

NO

11,675

Painted MDF door frontal with carcass:

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
Consumer Units
Havells consumer unit 4 way 100A isolator
Isolators for Consumer unit/Distribution board
Havells isolator Double Pole 100A

Miniature circuit breakers- MCB’S
Single phase

Double phase
Havells MCB DP16,20,32,63A Breaking capacity 10KA

Plaster
15 mm thick two coat cement lime sand (1 :4) plaster

SM

400

400

375

12 mm thick celotex soft board Imported soft board

SM

1,217

1,200

900

Cornice
12 x 100 mm celotex cornice

LM

250

25 mm thick T & G ceiling

LM

1,050

SM

2,483

100

300
300

25 mm Thick T & G ceiling

JAN - MAR 2019

Wall units

Distribution board

Wall finishes

44

Base units dimensions = 720mm high x 600mm depth and varying lengths (LM) / (excluding plinth)
Tall base unit dimensions = 2070mm high x 600mm depth and varying lengths (LM) / (excluding plinth)

STRUCTURAL STEEL WORKS

25 mm T & G cypress boarding prime grade

Wall unit dimensions = 720mm high x 300mm depth and varying lengths (LM)

2,400

Three phase MCB’S

MCCB’S

1,850
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MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

NAIROBI
AREA
Kshs.

COASTAL
AREA
Kshs.

WESTERN
AREA
Kshs.

Electric cables

PAID-UP MEMBERS AS AT 30TH MARCH 2019
DEAR MEMBERS,
Kindly note IQSK does not ACCEPT ANY CASH PAYMENT.

P.V.C insulated 450/750 V - Single core 6491X
1.0 mm2

LM

25

1.5 mm2

LM

36

1.0 mm2

LM

28

1.5 mm2

LM

38

2.5 mm2

LM

69

You can use any of the Payment options below:
•
Cheque payable to the Institute of Quantity Surveyors of Kenya / IQSK
•
Paybill No. 933450.
•
Bank deposits should be made to the Barclays Bank Account below:
Bank and branch: Barclays Bank, Westlands
Account Name: Institute of Quantity Surveyors of Kenya
Account Number: 073-1265887

P.V.C insulated and sheathed 600/1000 V - Single core 6181Y

CLASS OF MEMBERSHIP

FOR MORE CONSTRUCTION COSTS,
PLEASE PURCHASE A COPY OF THE IQSK
CONSTRUCTION COST HANDBOOK
AVAILABLE AT THE INSTITUTE OF QUANTITY
SURVEYORS OF KENYA AT KSHS.1,800/KSHS.

1,800/=

BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS HANDBOOK
2018/2019

COSTS HANDBOOK
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING
2018/2019
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NO.

16

Qs. Robert K. C. Bunei

66

57

Qs. Dr. Jane Wanjugu Gichuiri

204

A

FELLOW MEMBERS

17

Qs. Pauline Wanja Munene

67

58

Qs. Nicholas M. Mutua

206

1

Prof. Qs. Sylvester M. Masu

3

18

Qs. James Munene Gitonga

72

59

Qs. James Ogoda

207

2

Qs. Onesimus M. Gichuiri

5

19

Qs. Rebman Ambalo Malala

77

60

Qs. E. O. Odhiambo

208

3

Qs. Kimani Mathu

6

20

Qs. Lusweti Wose

81

61

Qs. Francis Mururi Munyua

211

4

Qs. Geoffrey Kahuria Koigi

9

21

Qs. Christopher G. Munene

82

62

Qs. Francis O. Ombura

212

5

Qs. Moses A. Nyakiongora

12

22

Qs. Charles Maina Mwangi

94

63

Qs. Wilson G. Mwangi

213

6

Qs. Leah Wangari Thumbi

16

23

Qs. Adeline Mercy Dindi

95

64

Qs. Isaac M. Gitura

214

7

Qs. Bramwell P. Kimokoti

27

24

Qs. Mutinda Josphat Mutuku

97

65

Qs. Denis K. Kirui

225

8

Qs. Antony Levitan

34

25

Qs. Andrew N. Mandere

99

66

Qs. Moses K. Kimani

227

9

Qs. Kishore Nayar

35

26

Qs. Andrew Kituo Mbuku

100

67

Qs. Philip Muchungu

228

10

Qs. Jacktone V. Hongo

41

27

Qs. John Kamau Kihara

103

68

Qs. Francis M. King’ori

229

11

Qs. David Mungai Njuguna

53

28

Qs. Philip Amwata Osoro

109

69

Qs. Gregory Murunga Chekata

241

12

Qs. Mathias Nasubo Ogama

62

29

Qs. Tom Kipngetich Chirchir

110

70

Qs. Samson Kirioba Maisiba

242

13

Dr. Qs. Njeri Wachira - Towey

68

30

Mr. Juma Paul Ambatsa

112

71

Qs. Paul Kamatu Ngugi

245

14

Qs. David Mwangi Gaitho

133

31

Qs. Allan Agesa Abwunza

129

72

Qs. Peter S. Kariuki

255

15

Qs. Samson Getui Obae

141

32

Qs. Michael Kimanzi Nduli

130

73

Qs. Oliver Zablon Munala

260

16

Prof. Qs. Hezekiah Gichunge

176

33

Qs. Steve Rukwaro Muthui

132

74

Qs. Joel Gichimu Thaibiri

263

17

Qs. Silvester M. Mutharia

182

34

Qs. Julius Kiogora Ringera

135

75

Qs. Julius K. Matu

268

18

Dr. Qs. Stanley K. Murage

185

35

Qs. Elizabeth W. Njoroge

138

76

Qs. Shadrack M. Mutumah

270

19

Qs. Tom Oketch

205

36

Qs. Nyagah Boore Kithinji

139

77

Qs. Micheal G. M. Ngina

274

20

Qs. Ali Alamin Mandhry

491

37

Qs. Victor B. O. Odongo

142

78

Qs. David G. Mwaniki

277

21

Qs. Daniel Nyabuti Kimoro

251

38

Qs. George Charles Omondi

143

79

Qs. Jordan R. Opiyo

283

22

Qs. Adam Syngidura Marjan

252

39

Qs. William Kungu Kinyanjui

145

80

Qs. Bernard M. Muhia

287

40

Qs. Hosea Ngari

147

81

Qs. Alfred O. Gayo

288

41

Qs. Karita George Ngugi

150

82

Qs. Eddieson O. Otieno

289

42

Qs. Leonard Kasili Mumiukha

152

83

Qs. Ambrose K. Mwangi

296

43

Qs. Alexander K. Mutai

155

84

Qs. Peter K. Miriti

300

44

Qs. Hannah Wambui Waithera

157

85

Qs. Michael Mathenge Wanyagi

305

B

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERS

1

Qs. Hazron Maira

4

2

Qs. Charles J. Mwaura

7

3

Qs. Wilfred Gitau Ngaruiya

8

4

Qs. George Migwi Maina

15

5

Qs. Gladys Wangui Wahome

20

6

Qs. Lilian Wanjiku Kithinji

22

7

Qs. Francis Ray N. Mbaya

29

8

Qs. Lawrence Gatitu Mbugua

31

9

Qs. Maina Muchemi

32

10

Qs. Peter Njuguna Mugaki

36

11

Qs. John Mwai Mathenge

37

12

Qs. Alfred Ingida Aluvaala

48

13

Qs. Patrick K. Kisia

50

14

Qs. Anna Muthoni Muchungu

58

15

Qs. Newton Dishon Maungu

65

WWW.IQSKENYA.ORG
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Qs. Martin M. K. Wamae

161

86

Qs. Jeniffer Nduku Musyimi

321

46

Qs. Julius Meshack Oluoch

163

87

Qs. Martha Merikol Kitutu

322

47

Qs. Emmanuel M. Wamalwa

165

88

Qs. Wallace Gachogo Muira

325

48

Qs. Charles Kinyanjui Maingi

173

89

Qs. George Kamau Ngure

326

49

Qs. Michael Mbugua

177

90

Qs. Antony Wambua

335

50

Hon. Qs. Innocent I. Momanyi

179

91

Qs. Mary Wachuka Gichuki

336

51

Qs. Bashir H. Hajee

186

92

Qs. Alex Nyamweya Motanya

341

52

Qs. Julius M. Wanyagi

187

93

Qs. Thomas Koigi Kahuria

349

53

Qs. Aaron Murithi Gitonga

193

94

Qs. Beatrice Wangui Chege

350

54

Qs. James Maina Kamau

197

95

Hon. Qs. Mohamed M. Ali

352

55

Qs. Samuel Reuben Mainya

199

96

Qs. Collins Otieno Aluga

355

56

Qs. Peter Kariuki Kanyi

202

97

Qs. Solomon D. Kabui Mokiri

358
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MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING
98

MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING

Qs. Gabriel Pius K. Mwangi

361

99

Qs. Simon Njoroge Ndung’u

374

152

100

Qs. Joseph Onyango Omondi

377

153

101

Qs. Faith Njeri Kimani

338

154

Qs. Benson Munala Mukoko

640

3

102

Qs. Simon Ndung’u Ndumia

390

155

Qs. Timothy G. Manyuira

641

4

103

Qs. Peter Muchiri Ndung’u

395

156

Qs. Antony Mutuga Njenga

644

5

Ronald Isoe Asuma

457

104

Qs. M. Michubu Kobia

406

157

Qs. Cassius Murumba Kusienya

663

6

Zacharia Muia Maithya

543

105

Qs. Patriciah Nthambi Josiah

408

158

Qs. Julius Mutemi Mwangangi

666

7

Stephen Kahuria Koigi

575

106

Qs. David Gidudi Choka

409

159

Qs. Ibrahim G. Adannuh

667

8

Seth Ouya Onyango

609

107

Qs. Lawrence Omonyo

410

160

Qs. Paul Habwe Ebole

670

9

Julius Kilonzo

625

108

Qs. Rose Jematya Kotut

434

161

Qs. Donald Adera Onyango

672

10

Gerald Okoth

651

109

Qs. Rewel Kariuki Maigua

435

162

Qs. David Jonathan Grantham

677

11

George Gatamu Githaiga

110

Qs. Mbinda Kativini

445

163

Qs. Robert Ndegwa Mathenge

682

12

Terry Njeri Ngugi

111

Qs. David Mathu Njuguna

446

164

Qs. Claire Wangari Githiri

688

13

David Kariuki Mwangi

686

112

Qs. Titus Mwangi Macharia

448

165

Qs. Rachel Patience Mulondo

689

14

Machel Samora Manyega

693

113

Qs. David Waiganjo Kiraki

455

166

Qs. Eugene Wandera Wamalwa

701

15

Vincent Gachara Ndichu

696

114

Qs. Peter Mwangi Munderu

456

167

Qs. Edwin Gitonga Munyua

702

16

Ruth Jogoo Nyaoke

704

115

Qs. Ronald Isoe Asuma

457

168

Qs. Magdaline W. Mwaniki

706

17

Joy Brenda Mbinya

705

116

Qs. Sekou Dore

458

169

Qs. Denis Mwanzali Savala

738

18

Limion Tipatet Melonyie

716

117

Qs. Robert Ouma John

459

170

Qs. Habib Msellem Said

785

19

Leah Jepkosgei Kanda

118

Qs. Bertrand Lubanga Ngaywa

469

171

Qs. Willis Odhiambo Ouma

787

20

Hope Mkamburi Mwakughu

119

Qs. Alex M. Makori Magembe

471

172

Qs. Karugu Waithaka Huria

808

21

John Kimeu Joseph

782

120

Qs. Joseph Ojwang Onyango

472

172

Qs. Elphas Kibungei Bor

810

22

Claire Wambui Gichuke

795

121

Qs. Sylvester Onyango Oluoch

483

174

Qs. Humphrey M. Mukoma

817

23

Paul Kimani Mwathi

819

122

Qs. David Maina Nguyo

499

175

Qs. Susan Wambui Kinyati

818

24

John Mualuko Munyao

879

123

Qs. Alphonce Nyagilo Okweto

501

176

Qs. Paul Kimani Mwathi

819

25

Mercy Cherono Kirui

887

124

Qs. Michael K. Muiruri

504

177

Qs. Portia Afwandi Ajayo

825

26

Judy Jepsergon Kipchilim

896

125

Qs. Robinson Mwangi Kariguh

505

178

Qs. Haggai Omondi Audi

832

27

Hellen Njeri Kagai

126

Qs. Joseph Njau Kihiu

507

179

Qs. Athanase M. Wambari

837

28

Juddy Nyandia Gioche

127

Qs. Martin Mahira Muiruri

508

180

Qs. Godrick Ekisa Oduu

842

29

Cosmas Onyango Odhiambo

901

128

Qs. Charles O. Gisembe

514

181

Qs. Simon Saili Malonza

845

30

Joan Wairimu Mbugua

902

129

Qs. Japheth Kosgei Kibet

521

182

Qs. Eric Onyango Tinda

848

31

Brian Sagero Makario

907

130

Qs. Brian Simiyu Barasa

523

183

Qs. Eric Guantai Munene

909

32

Kenneth Mwenda Albert

919

131

Qs. Justus Njuguna Mwangi

526

184

Qs. Joseph Ngare Okinyi

913

33

Moses Kiptonui Koech

964

132

Qs. Patrick Nyolei Tonui

528

185

Qs. Paul Kangogo Cheruiyot

917

34

Bernard Murimi Kiara

965

133

Qs. Annrita Wanja Mukindia

532

186

Qs. Kevin Muriithi Mugo

918

35

Robert Kamoche Kariuki

134

Qs. Rose Nyambura Mwangi

538

187

Qs. Christopher K. Chelulei

948

36

Kevin Moze Tichilo

135

Qs. Samuel Mborothi Ntoiti

539

188

Qs. Wilson Kipkoech Chelelgo

950

37

Anand Hitesh Ranpara

1000

136

Qs. Ahmed Albashir Ibrahim

553

189

Qs. Davies Kibet

1002

38

Edwin Karanja Mindo

1011

137

Qs. Esther Muthoni Githinji

554

190

Qs. David Muchiri Mathenge

1024

39

Maurice Macharia Wambui

1016

138

Qs. Charles Mbugua Kamau

555

191

Qs. Michael Chege Njoroge

1026

40

Vishal Avinash Chotai

1019

139

Qs. Brian Kipkorir Toroitich

560

192

Qs. Peter Mvoi Mwanyumba

1028

41

Lynda Caroline Mokeira Oyaro

1083

140

Qs. Kenneth Mungai Ng’ang’a

561

193

Qs. Alnoor Adan Issack

1138

42

Eliud Mwangi Macharia

1090

141

Qs. Humphrey K. Silungi

565

194

Qs. Hope John Kiplagat

1201

43

Harrison Kanyui Karuga

142

Qs. Peter Kamau Gathuru

566

195

Qs. Fred Allan Kichari

1340

44

Ogeto Evans Omari

143

Qs. Fredrick Kiplangat Towett

568

196

Qs. Charles Wambua Kioko

1536

45

Daniel Kagwi Kimotho

1121

144

Qs. Vincent Wafula Kuucha

569

46

Enock Nyanumba Ayuka

1122

145

Qs. Zacharia Wahome Ngacha

573

C

LICENTIATE MEMBERS

47

Grace Musyawa Muendo

1124

1

Gilbert Kowuocha Odhiambo

238

146

Qs. Celestine Akoth Ouma

584

1

Pius M. Muoka

278

48

Evan Manyara Njogu

1140

2

Michael Amena Jahonga

339

147

Qs. Salesius Kiruja Ignatius

585

2

John Karanja Mutwa

510

49

John Gichaga Mwangi

1141

3

David K. Maiyo

425

148

Qs. Joram Ombisa Mweresa

595

3

Michael Makuto Dunda

836

50

Jackson Mwendwa Kaki Mbao

1203

4

Gladys K. Madete

496

149

Qs. Hussein Were Hussein

597

4

James Akumu Kanalo

482

51

Erastus Gitari Njeru

1227

5

Erick Odhiambo Otieno

591

150

Qs. Vincent Anjeche Bulimo

604

5

Michael Njoroge Keiru

910

52

Maureen Wamuyu Kagiri

1248

6

Sebastian Peter Kamairoh

618

48
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151

Qs. Jason Nthamburi Muraa

612

D

53

Derrick Kithinji Mwirigi

1251

7

Qs. Isaac Kiage Makone

627

1

Delores Wekoye Mbati

231

Qs. Edwin Mwangi Ngoru

633

2

Alex Nyamweya Motanya

341

54

Mathew Kipkemboi

1257

55

Mutugi Adson Meme

1276

Josphat Munyao Mativo
Bernard Gitau Ngigi

359

56

Joanne Wambui Mburu

430

57

Cynthia Moira Mulaku

58

David Derrick Otieno

1312

59

Kennedy Ochieng’ Omullo

1321

60

Eleanor Atieno Oloo

1330

61

Alex Masaku Muema

1331

62

Benson Musa Mbogo

1335

63

Mark Muriithi Muthumbi

1339

662

64

Nicholas Njenga Muhu

676

65

Aliow Duba Gole

66

Timothy Ragecha Rukanga

1469

67

Javis Kimotho Mugo

1476

68

Alex Macharia Njoroge

1477

69

Kausi Ronald Obutu

1479

70

Kevin Ondwari Nyabwari

1509

71

Agather Kalekye Ngei

1525

722

72

Peter Nyamweya Ombati

723

73

Edwin Kipchirchir Keitany

74

Philip Riwo Were

1531

75

Kevin Onwong’a Ogwora

1532

76

Benson Onduso Oire

1550

1

Charity Wangari Mwangi

77

Jacquelyne Jerotich Legishion

1552

2

Langat Winny Chepkemoi

78

Ruth Kemunto Masese

1555

3

Leonard Kituku Ndolo

1112

79

Dennis Munyasi

1561

4

Queenter Adhiambo Onuko

1170

895

80

Paul Fredrick Obuya

1567

5

Lewis Mbatia Nderitu

1225

899

81

Eugene Kimani Muna

1570

6

Frank Anthony Maina Mwangi

1307

82

Dennis Muhwaya Okutoyi

1571

7

Albin Kimutai Siele

1355

83

Rehema Anindo Murinda

1577

8

Valentine Nyanchama Mong’are

1367

84

Joshua Maangi Munge

1583

9

Cynthia Kerubo Mogire

85

Stephen Mungai Ngaruiya

1588

10

Serah Muthili Kalundu

86

Anthony Kipruto Borus

1591

11

Samuel Mwangi Wachira

1527

64

Elias Murangiri Munjuri

1603

87

Melvin Muthomi Mbae

1595

12

Martha Njoki Mburu

1530

65

Faith Akoth Omondi

1604

980

88

Kelvin Mutwiri Ireri

1596

13

Brian Muthui Ndumia

1533

66

Phoebe Mumbi Theuri

1605

996

89

Steve Muthengi Munyao

1597

14

Zeddy Muchiri Watiri

1534

67

Zulekha Abdul Karim

1606

90

Maryanne Lotuba Onyango

1599

15

Jane Wanjiru Maina

1535

68

Vanessa Salome Wandera

1607

91

Rhodes Mutuku Ndambuki

1609

16

Caroline Sikweya Amecha

1537

69

Anne Kaeke Makau

1608

92

Kennedy Nzioka Ikonze

1610

17

Naomi Mumbua Muasya

1538

70

Joshua Nyambega Onsomu

1612

93

Hellon Ogueno Otieno

1611

18

Kelvin Mumo Kilonzo

1539

71

Lordiana Kavuo Nzyoki

1613

94

Alex Kariko Githaiga

1616

19

Davis Odiwuor Ochieng’

1540

72

Michael Gichuki Wambui

1614

95

Ng’uono Joyce Omamo

1617

20

Valentine Ochieng Malela

1541

73

Charles Kinyua Ireri

1619

1105

96

Barny Muchina Kanja

1618

21

Edwin Ochieng Okeyo

1542

74

Kipng’eno Ng’etich Newton

1620

1108

97

Isaac Muhoro Waweru

1624

22

Lawrence Ebu

1543

75

Newton Kariuki Mwaniki

1621

23

Phylis Gathuiya Nyanjui

1544

76

Mark Njui Kamau

1622

E

TECHNICIAN MEMBERS

24

Michael Nyagah Wamae

1545

77

Elvis Kipruto

1623

25

Lynn Wanjiku Ndero

1546

78

Benjamin Waomba Wafula

1625

26

Daniel Kyuli Musyoki

1547

27

Sharon Kwamboka Makori

1548

28

Charity Mbithe Maingi

1549

29

Laura Nafula Murumba

1551

30

Janefer Nyambura Thuita

1553

GRADUATE MEMBERS
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Resi Khasai Inyangala

642

31

Aurelia Ayienga Khabure

8

Margaret M. V. Abukutsa

656

32

Daniel Kinyua Wachira

1556

9

Bernard Kibet Massam

804

33

Moffat Makori

1557

1295

10

Reuben Akoko Nyangano

833

34

Mary Ngami Muia

1558

1310

11

Morris Kimeu Mutua

861

35

Antony Muthii Miyumo

1559

12

Richard Mburu Mwaura

884

36

Mercy Chepkemoi

1560

13

Joram Wambugu Wambugu

939

37

Stephen Odiwuor Gogi

1562

14

Bernard Kipngeno Mutai

984

38

Jecinta Njoki Mwangi

1563

15

Boaz Kibichii Kipsongol

999

39

Pauline Miyawa Ouma

1564

16

George Mogendi Okeri

1258

40

Simon Mbatha Kithaka

1565

17

Patrick Muema Kanini

1281

41

Faith Sharon Tangara

1566

1380

18

Leisanka Gilbert Sitei

1372

42

Kenneth Cheruiyot Bett

1568

1381

19

Kivindi Dennis Kioko

1442

43

Edwin Kabebe Ndirangu

1569

20

Davis Mucheru Karuga

1466

44

Laban Arnold Katenya

1572

21

Richard Waweru Bernard

1467

45

Emma Chebet

1573

22

Paul Kinyua Wamai

1524

46

Rose Wangui Wachira

1575

23

Veronicah Njeri Kamau

1574

47

Diana Chemutai Korir

1576

24

Austine Jusa

1578

48

Lilian Ruguru Kiama

1579

25

Charles Mwangi Njoroge

1600

49

Alex Murimi Njiraini

1580

1526

26

Risper Nyambeki Ontita

1615

50

Dominic Mogendi Omweri

1581

1528

27

Lameck Gekone Aundi

1626

51

Moses Adongo Abura

1582

52

Stephen Munyao Musyimi

1584

F

STUDENT MEMBERS

53

John Wachira Kabau

1585

1037

54

Edith Kibuku Kanana

1586

1050

55

Gilbert Kibet Korir

1587

56

Imran Abdallah Ali

1589

57

Mohamed Hassan Salat

1590

58

Dan Otieno Okoth

1592

59

Boaz Onchoke Gesaka

1593

60

Moses Mwangi Gitau

1594

61

Askah Mogiti Nyandoro

1598

1428

62

Jane Diana Anyango Otieno

1601

1430

63

Joseph Kababei Wabui

1602
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DIRECTORY OF CONSULTING QUANTITY SURVEYING FIRMS

DIRECTORY OF CONSULTING QUANTITY SURVEYING FIRMS

DIRECTORY OF CONSULTING QUANTITY SURVEYING FIRMS
AEGIS DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS LTD
Blue Violets Plaza, 6th Floor, Suite 603
Kindaruma Road/Kamburu Drive Junction
Off Ngong Road
P. O. Box 2861 - 00100, Nairobi.
Tel: 0722 349922/0733 633004
Email: aegis@aegisdevelopment.co.ke
AMAZON CONSULTANTS LTD
Green House, 3rd Floor Suite 18
Adams Arcade, off Ngong Road
P.O. Box 1756 - 00100, Nairobi.
Tel: +254 20 3860839/40/2453081
Mobile:+254 733 71403/0722 398215
Email: info@amazon.co.ke
ARCHBILL CONSULTANTS LTD
Blue Violets Plaza, Suite no. 305
Kamburu Drive, off Ngong Rd
P.O. Box 15703 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3875670 / 020 2323944
0734 569997/0712 250547
Email: info@archbillconsultants.com
ARMSTRONG & DUNCAN
Adak House, Milimani Rd
P.O. Box 40426 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2722766/2163/4901/8328
Fax: +254 20 2726366
Email: info@adak.co.ke

CIDIEF QUANTITY SURVEYORS
1st Floor, Mung’atia Building
Tom Mboya Street
P. O. Box 1639 - 00200, Meru
Tel: + 254 64 66508/ 0722 313978
Email: cidiefqs@yahoo.com
CONSTRUCTION COST CONSULTANCY
The MMID Studio Offices, Second Floor (2nd),
Off Westlands Road
P.O. Box 76532 - 00508, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3742738/254 722 203 883
Email: ccc@tpo.co.ke
COSTEK ALMA
Top Plaza, Kindaruma Road, Off Ngong Road
5th floor, Office 5-03
P.O Box 20852 - 00202, KNH, Nairobi
Tel: +254/20 2012843/2717571/2725732
Cell: 0725 931514
Email: info@costekalma.co.ke;
costekalma@yahoo.com
COSTWISE ASSOCIATES
Golf Course, next to Madina Mosque Centre
P.O. Box 1992 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2711340/0716 430969
Email: costwise@costwise.co.ke

ANKA CONSULTANTS
TRV Plaza, Muthithi Road
P.O. Box 1834 - 00621, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2115559
Email: info@ankaconsults.co.ke

COSTPLAN QUANTITY SURVEYORS LTD
Part of the ATVANTAGE GROUP
Ndama Place, Along Kabarnet Rd, Off Ngong Rd
P.O. Box 102238 - 00101, Nairobi
Tel: +254 (0) 20 246 5648 | Cell: +254 (0) 722 214
308 / +254 (0) 736 214 308
Email: info@costplan.co.ke

BARKER & BARTON (KENYA)
Triad House, Muthaiga Rd
P.O. Box 41643 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 8076217/2655395
Fax: +254 20 3740753
E-mail: info@bbk.co.ke

COSTING MASTERS AND ASSOCIATES
Golf Course Commercial Center, 3rd Floor
P.O. Box 6825 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2715874, Fax: +254 20 2721182
Email:costingmasters@yahoo.com /
costingmasters@gmail.com.

BILLS PARTNERSHIP LTD
Norfolk Tower, 2nd Floor, Block G, Kijabe Srt
P.O. Box 27090 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3572724/5/6/7
Email: info@billspartnership.com

COST & VALUE MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS LTD
P.O. Box 555 - 00242, Kitengela
Tel: +254 734 600 483/ 0721 138569
Email: costnvaluemgt@gmail.com
Website: www.costandvaluemgt.co.ke

BUNEI, MAUNGU AND ASSOCIATES
NHC Lang’ata Court, Block B1
P.O. Box 58978 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2010797/2329465/2114034
Mobile:+254 722 613796/0722 216829
Email: buneimaungu@yahoo.com
BUILDNETT CONSULTANT LTD
Utumishi Co-operative House, 6th Floor,
Mamlaka Road
P. O. Box 51305 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 20231965, 0724 848182,
0722 818212
Email: buildnett@uk2.net
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DAVSON & WARD
Davard House, 5 Cedar Road, Westlands
P. O. BOX 46611 - 00100 GPO, Nairobi
Tel: + 254 20 4440318/9/20/4448695
Email: davard@africaonline.co.ke
Website: www.davsonward.co.ke
ECOSPACE CONSULTANTS
KCB Enterprise Building
Enterprise Rd, Industrial Area
P.O. Box 74885 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 555226/535751
Email: ecospace@kenyaweb.com

ECOST DEVELOPMENT AFRICA
Ole Odume Rd, Monomotapa Court, Hse No. 5
P. O. Box 2146 - 00202, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3877757/2306665/0722 764462
Email: hngari@ecostafrica.com
E-SCAN PROJECTS LIMITED
Muthaiga Suites, Suite No. 5
P.O. Box 33607 - 00600, Nairobi
Mobile no. 0723 022702/0727 828260
Email: info@escanprojects.co.ke
GAIKONSULT
Bekim House, Westlands
P.O. Box 26365, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3747002, Fax: +254 20 3749725
Email: gaikonsult@gaikonsult.com
GETSO CONSULTANTS LTD
Muiri Lane, Opposite Galleria Mall, Karen.
P.O. Box 52979 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: 020 2696500/020 2316997/0720 696500/
0786 696501/0726491770
Email: info@getso.co.ke • www.getso.co.ke
HAROLD R. FENWICK & ASSOCIATES
Sri Sathya Sai Centre, Waiyaki Way
P.O. Box 14994 - 00800, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 4443131/2, Fax: +254 20 4443307
Email: fenwick@fenwick.co.ke
INTERGRATED YMR PARTNERSHIP
Lion Place, 4th Flr, Waiyaki Way
P.O. Box 69641 - 00400, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 4445380/1, 0707 963094/
0786 425729
Email: nairobi@ymr.co.ke
INTEGRA CONSULTING QUANTITY SURVEYORS
Elysee Plaza, Kilimani Road,
Off Elgeyo Marakwet Road
P.O. Box 27974 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2713061/ 0721 952364
Email: integra.consultingqs@gmail.com
INTERBILL CONSULTANTS
Embassy House, 2nd Flr, Harambee Ave
P.O. Box 17054 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2252203/ 223889
Fax: +254 20 2342325
Email: info@interbillkenya.com
KANJUMBA CONSULTANTS
Westlands Arcade Bldg, 2nd Flr
P.O. Box 14781 - 00800, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 4443591/ 2021302, 0733755747
Email: info@kanjumba.com
KOMOS ASSOCIATES LTD
The Westery, 2nd floor Suite 2F.
Mpesi Lane, Muthithi road, Westlands,
P.O. Box 69721 - 00400, Nairobi
Tel +254 20 3747152/0722 743815
Email: info@komos.co.ke
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LAUREZ & ASSOCIATES
Venice Court, Block B, No. 2, Off Menelik Road
P.O. Box 2439 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3860754, Fax: +254 20 3860753
Email: info@laurezassociates.com
MAK CONSULTANTS
Maendeleo Hse, 3rd Flr
P.O. Box 41355 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2229529/020 3597400
Email: info@makconsultants.co.ke
MGA CONSULTANTS
MGA Hse, Westlands
P.O. Box 14372 - 00800, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3748934/6/8/41
Email: info@mgaconsult.com
MASTER-COST (K)
1st Floor, New Waumini House, Westlands
P. O. Box 13793 - 00800, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 4447455/0736 866571
Email: info@master-cost.co.ke
Website: www.master-cost.co.ke
MASTERBILL INTEGRATED PROJECTS
TRV Office Plaza, 7th Floor, Suite 7B
58 Muthithi Road, Westlands
P.O. Box 22905 - 00400, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3743346/3749409/3744719
Mobile: +254 721-671395
Email: info@miprojects.co.ke
Website: www.miprojects.co.ke
MIRADI CONSULTANTS
Fatima Flats 3rd Floor Suite 37(N)
Marcus Garvey Rd Opp. Studio Hse
P.O. Box 29700-00202 KNH, Nairobi
Tel: 254 722 307741/ 0713-460472
Email: info@miradiconsultantsk.com
Website: www.miradiconsultants.co.ke
MWASHINGA & ASSOCIATES
Moushmi Complex,Nyoka Rd. Nyali.
P.O.Box 34099 - 80118, Nyali-Mombasa
Tel: +254 41 470740/2615742/0722 673201
Email: info@mwashinga-associates.com
MML TURNER & TOWNSEND
2nd Floor, The Courtyard, General Mathenge
Drive, Westlands
P.O. Box 62899 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel : +254 20 374490314
Website: www.mmltt.com
M & M CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANTS
Golf View, Wambui Rd, Off Kiambu Road,
Muthaiga, 7th Floor, suiteB7,
P. O. Box 4677 - 00506, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 6550188/208
Mob: +254 722 758 000/720 633402/734 288070
Email: info@m-mconsulants.com
NYANGE INTERGRATED CONSULTANTS LTD
2nd Floor, Dalgetty Building, Factory Rd
Off Moi Avenue
P.O. Box 82866 – 80100, Mombasa.
Office: +254 797 106 126
Mobile: +254 713 257 511
Email: info@nyange.co.ke/nrb@nyange.co.ke
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OBRA INTERNATIONAL
Jameson Court, Block B Suite 6
P. O. Box 3494 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2635947
Mobile: +254 721 986 325/720 863098
Email: info@obraint.co.ke
Website: www.obraint.co.ke

SHAQUE ASSOCIATES
5th Floor, Office No. 2. Western Heights
Karuna Road, Westlands
P.O.Box 14856 - 00800, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 4444 026
E-mail: info@shaqueassociates.com
Website: www.shaqueassociates.com

OORO & SANYA ASSOCIATES LTD
Marcus Garvey Rd, off Argwings Kodhek Rd
P.O. Box 55123 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: + 254 0710 207064/020 3861205/6/3865222
Email: oorosanya@wananchi.com

SONGA OGODA & ASSOCIATES
45 Amboseli Road, Lavington
P.O. Box 54584 – 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3870563
Fax: +254 20 3872510
Email: info@songaogoda.co.ke

PRIMEBILL CONTRUCTION ADVISORS
Utumishi Co-op House, 6th Floor,
Mamlaka Rd, Off Nyerere Rd
P.O. Box 23595-00100, Nairobi
Tel: 020 350 3075, 0722 990286
Email: info@primebill.net,
primebill@gmail.com

SWIFTCOST CONSULTANTS LTD
Jumuia Place, 4th Floor, Lenana Road,
P. O Box 570 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 772 937 326, +254 020 357 9877
Email: info@swiftcost.co.ke
Website: www.swiftcost.co.ke

PREMIER CONSULTANTS
KMA Centre, 1st Floor Western Wing,
Junction off Mara, Chyulu Road, Upperhill
P. O. Box 8980 - 00300, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2504522/733 735 875
Email: munenepaul@yahoo.com

TANA & ASSOCIATES LTD
Peponi Plaza, Westlands Unit C3, 2nd Flr,
P. O. Box 52768 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3740510
Fax: +254 20 3750789
Email: info@tanaqs.com

PROCOSTS LTD
Garden Estate Stream Drive, House No. SD 98,
Off Thika Highway/past Mountain Mall, Naivas
P. O. Box 12024 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2324208/0771 005124
Email: info@pcckenya.com
Website: www.pcckenya.com

QUANTYMAN ASSOCIATES LIMITED
Centenary house, Ring Road Westlands,
4th floor room 4b2
P.O. Box 2262 - 00202 KNH, Nairobi
Tel: 0717 555351
Email: Info@quantyman.co.ke

QUANTECH CONSULTANCY
MMID Studio 1st Floor No. 1 D
Westlands Road, Westlands
P.O. Box 44660 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 3746947/0721 526931
Email: info@quantech.co.ke
Website: www.quantech.co.ke
QUANTSCONSULT
Morningside Office Park, Ngong Rd
P. O. Box 31728 - 00600, Nairobi
Tel/Fax: +254 020 2081239
Email: info@quantsconsult.co.ke
QUANTI-BILL CONSULT		
K. P. Flats, Suite No. 9, Milimani Rd
P.O. Box 34360 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel/Fax: +254 20 2726971/0734 677951
Email: quantibillconsult@gmail.com
QUEST CONSULTANTS LTD
Mwanzo Hse, 3rd Floor
Dunga Close Off, Dunga Rd, Industiral Area
P.O. Box 64283 - 00620,
Tel: 020 557958/0722 317826
Email: questconsultants2003@yahoo.com
SAGE PROJECTS
Kipriko Court off Ngong Rd, Kabaranet Rd
P.O. Box 51654 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: 0722 952002, 0733 952002, 0723 825020
Email: info@sageprojects.co.ke

TANDEM & STARK LTD
3rd Floor, East Wing, Suite 15
The Greenhouse Ngong Road
P.O. Box 53328 - 00200, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2318992/2055945
Email: info@tandemandstark.net
Website: www.tandemandstark.com
TOM O. OKETCH & ASSOCIATES
Patom House, Mukinduri Lane, Lang’ata
P. O. Box 67819 - 00200 City Square, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 2196313
Mobile: 0733 750368/0721 402902
Email: toketch@tomoketch.com
UJENZI CONSULTANTS
NHIF Car Park, 5th Flr, Haile Selassie Road off
Ragati Road
P. O. Box 48554 – 00100, Nairobi
Tel : +254 20 2717853/4
Email : ujenziconsultants@yahoo.com
ZIMAKI CONSULT
Symbion House,Ground Floor
Dagoretti Road,Karen
P O Box 8589 - 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 800 8648 • Off: +254 733 121877
Email: info@zimakiconsult.co.ke
Website: www.zimakiconsult.co.ke

To get your consulting firm listed in the
QS Journal, kindly contact the IQSK secretariat
on: Tel: 0721 676 823/0786 676 824
Email: info@iqskenya.org/iqsknrb@gmail.com
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KEREITA

TREE PLANTING
SATURDAY

27TH APRIL 2019

9AM - 4PM

ADOPT A
SEEDLING @
KSHS.

100/=

Activities:
• Tree Planting
• Nature Walk
• Bonding & Networking
• Photography
• Refreshments
• Transport

Special Activities
• Ziplining
Charges
Ksh.3000/=

PAYBILL NUMBER

ACCOUNT

933450 KEREITA

TO BOOK YOUR SPACE
Call us on 0721 676 823 / 0786 676 824
Blue Violets Plaza, Office No. 106, 1st Floor
@IQSK_Official

@IQSKKenya

@IQSKNRB

